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SUMMARY

With the massive advantages of THz radiation and the current technical difficulties in mind, I have chosen to undertake research into terahertz surface phenomena, which is the focal point of my thesis. Ultrathin surface terahertz emitters have many advantages as they have an extremely thin active region, typically hundreds of atomic layers. In this framework, III-V semiconductors, such as InAs and InSb, have record-breaking conversion efficiencies per unit thickness. In addition, the phase mismatch, which commonly limits the generation of terahertz from optical crystal, is negligible and so there is an opportunity for enhancing the emitted bandwidth.

My thesis is born as the core of many research interests of my research lab (Emergent Photonics), which enabled the appropriate availability of resources that made my results possible. It also created several spin-out research lines. All the work presented is my work (with the exception of the background research). Parts of chapters have been published in journals and publications which see me as the first author.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. First I discuss optical pump rectification emission, and the saturation of InAs terahertz emissions. Then I introduce my work on terahertz enhancement emission through graphene. Finally, I present my work on an exotic terahertz emission mechanism, namely the all-optical surface optical rectification and I place my concluding remarks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Terahertz Radiation

Since the formation of the sun and the solar system roughly 4.5 billion years ago, the earth has been bathed with light and electromagnetic radiation. Since the beginning of mankind, we have strived to control light. The initial campfires used by our ancestors in their caves are a very early example of this. As mankind developed so has our ability to control light, we developed mirrors and lenses to divert and magnify the light. In the last century, we have gained access to light we can not see, and the study of different sections of the electromagnetic spectrum has become vital, producing very useful technological advances such as x-ray machines, microwave devices and radio. The current research into THz radiation can be seen under the same light: it will expand upon our knowledge of the electromagnetic spectrum we have strived to control.

In the electromagnetic spectrum the THz band conventionally occupies the region between the high-frequency edge of the microwave band, often conventionally indicated as 0.3 THz, and the low-frequency edge of the Infrared (IR) band, normally fixed by the state of the art mid-IR laser technologies as 10 THz. In terms of wavelength, this corresponds to a range between 0.03 mm to 1.00 mm. The THz gap encompasses the region that separates electronics and optics.
Figure 1.1: Diagram showing the electromagnetic spectrum along with the location of the THz gap and conventional uses of different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum.

The peculiar nature of the field-matter interactions induced by THz radiation makes it a formidable tool for investigation of the natural world. In a relevant example, many compounds possess very specific electromagnetic resonances, originating from their molecular structure, which lies in the THz region. This has been the main motivation behind the development of active spectroscopy in the THz domain, as opposed to optical spectroscopy. Optical spectroscopy is more sensitive to the nature of the atomic bonding but is less sensitive to molecular structure and arrangement of complex compounds: this is where THz spectroscopy excels. Amino acids, DNA and many bio-compounds are prominent examples. This and the extremely low energy (non-ionising) nature of THz photons, catalysed the specific interest of THz radiation for application in biological and medical fields.

From a historical perspective, investigations within the THz frequency range were restricted for a long time to niche scientific environments, such as synchrotron facilities and free electron lasers, with few relevant scientific applications due to the massively bulky nature and unwieldy cost of these facilities. The advent of THz science as an emerging domain can be certainly connected to the mainstream diffusion of cost-effective generation devices and techniques, which can be traced back to the demonstration of the first laser in 1960 by Theodore Maiman.
A few years later this revolution led to the first demonstration of mode-locked lasers [1] in 1964, which was indeed a significant enabling event in the THz science chronology. THz science has a long pre-THz era history (e.g. in astronomy and in synchrotron light investigation), pre-dating the introduction of the now widely diffused THz antenna in the 1980’s [2, 3, 4, 5], the first demonstration of a THz pulse in 1971 (at the time defined as generation of far-IR radiation) [6], and even the first demonstration of the optical rectification process in 1962 [7]. Probably the first example of Time-Domain Spectroscopy (TDS) in the modern sense (a pivotal methodology in THz spectroscopy) can be attributed to Auston et al. [8]. Interestingly none of these dates can be exactly related to the emergence of THz science as recognised in modern times, whereas the most likely triggering event has been the cost-effectiveness and diffusion (and the availability of proper off the shelf components) of pulsed lasers achieved in the early 1990’s.

In the current state of development, there is still a lack of accessible technologies in the THz frequency band; even basic processes such as imaging present hurdles and unsolved challenges. A significant number of scientific publications related to THz light appear regularly in every major optics journal. It is the peculiar fundamental and technical difficulty encountered in THz exploitation that brought the definition of a very specific and distinct scientific and engineering community investigating on this topic: in fact ‘THz-Science’ is now universally accepted as describing the overall kernel of this research endeavour.

1.2 Terahertz radiation and other disciplines

Today the application of THz technology is a key research and development subject in areas such as the semiconductor industry, biological and medical sciences, security, quality control of food and agricultural products, global environmental monitoring and ultrafast computing [9, 10].

There are a number of potential practical advantages which makes THz technologies very suitable for industrial applications. For example, THz waves can pass through many packaging materials, including paper, cardboard, plastics, certain kinds of glass and clothes without strong attenuation, revealing what is inside the package [11]. In terms of electromagnetic compatibility and radiation safety, THz waves are preferable than X-rays (which are often used for such purposes) as THz photons have an energy within the scale of a few meV (X-rays are within the order of 10 keV).

The applications where there is an urgent demand for a reliable THz analysis include, for example, fast analysis to monitor illegal materials (explosives and illicit drugs) [12, 13,
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[14, 15] for security checkpoints or for monitoring molecular composition and poly-morphs (molecules which have the same molecular composition but different lattice structures) in pharmaceutical products [16]. Here, the THz capability of discriminating structural differences between similar compounds promises many on-field application breakthroughs. Due to recent developments in the field of sources and detectors, THz technology has been associated with a rapidly increasing list of potential applications [9] in fields as different as life sciences and security. THz imaging has been investigated for shape identification in passenger and luggage imaging in airports [17].

The deployment of the technology on an industrial level is undoubtedly related to the diffusion of efficient sources and detectors. The last ten years have been marked by an increasing number of standard systems on the market, driven by progressively smaller ultrafast (femtosecond) lasers, capable of performing THz-TDS and forms of hyperspectral imaging. When compared with similar devices and methodology performed in the optical domain, these THz tools are still primitive, bulky and unpractical. Nor do they possess the typical characteristic of mass diffused devices; such as high sensitivity, integrability and scalability. However, it is undoubtedly true that these are the first tangible examples of end-user applications which is a common landmark of a maturing research field.

1.3 Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (TDS)

Although TDS is not a concept that can be exclusively related to THz radiation, it has certainly been a defining element in its investigation. As such, it is a fundamental element of the research pursued within this thesis. This methodology is capable of exactly reconstructing the whole temporal evolution of the electric field of a THz pulse. It is perhaps the most comprehensive form of coherent detection for an electromagnetic pulse. In THz-TDS, a pulsed THz wave is emitted from a source and is then detected by sampling its electric field at different instants of its evolution in time [8, 18]. This can be performed by specific devices known as photoconductive switches or by exploiting nonlinear interactions occurring between the THz wave and an optical pulse in different media (e.g. a crystal or gas). In all these embodiments, an ultrashort optical laser pulse is used to generate the THz wave and a replica of the optical pulse, the probe, is exploited for this “electro-optical sampling.” The THz pulse is reconstructed, by delaying the THz wave with respect to the probe pulse. The specific details of electro-optical sampling are covered in later paragraphs.
The reconstruction of the temporal evolution of the THz pulse electric field is probably the most disruptive element in the domain. An example of a waveform retrieved from a typical THz-TDS system is shown in Fig. 1.2. The most striking feature of the TDS is that as the full temporal field evolution becomes available, so too does its full complex spectrum, as opposed to optical spectroscopy where only the power spectral density of the field is normally available (without resorting to much more complex and field-specific methodologies). In practical terms, this means that the spectrum of electromagnetic delay (which commonly represents the refractive index spectrum of a medium) is a directly measurable quantity.

In addition, in a way conceptually similar to modern ultrasound imaging, time-of-flight imaging with THz pulses is possible and allows for a three-dimensional reconstruction of transparent and semi-transparent objects. This technique has been successfully used to retrieve the signature of Goya from the inner layers of one of his paintings [19] as shown in Fig. 1.3.

A very common experimental implementation of THz-TDS is presented in Fig. 1.4. The optical beam is split into two components, the optical pump pulse illuminates the
emitter and generates the THz pulse, this pulse then travels through free space before focusing on the detector. The delay of the second component can be controlled by a mechanical stage and acts as the delay for the probe pulse. A nonlinear crystal is exploited to use the THz wave to induce a rotation of the polarisation state of the optical probe. Such a rotation can be detected by a polarisation discriminator and allows direct estimation of the THz electric field at each delay. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) can be used to reconstruct the THz spectrum. In the next section, an overview of the most common generation and coherent detection approach is presented. In this specific framework, it is important to stress that the field is still immature. Although, some technologies and principles can be considered established (e.g. the THz antenna emission and detection), others are still reaching, or only recently reached a self-consistent physical description (e.g. the two-colour plasma THz emission).
Figure 1.4: Experimental setup for a typical embodiment of a THz-TDS based on nonlinear optical conversion. The red beam path denotes the 800 nm optical beam path, while the green beam path denotes the THz emission. The optical beam is split into a generation and probe beam using a beamsplitter. The optical pump pulse illuminates the emitter (ZnTe in the figure) and generates the THz pulse, this pulse then travels through free space before being focused on the detector. The delay of the probe is controlled by a translation stage. A nonlinear crystal (ZnTe) is exploited to use the THz wave to induce a rotation of the polarisation state of the optical probe. Such a rotation can be detected by a combination of a $\lambda/4$ waveplate, a Wollaston prism and a pair of balanced photodiodes. An optical chopper and a lock-in amplifier are used to enhance the signal to noise ratio of the detection.

1.4 Generation of Terahertz radiation

In a general definition, the most common approaches to the generation of a THz pulse requires a nonlinear conversion of an ultrafast optical field into THz photons. However, in light of the large fundamental differences in the physical descriptions of these approaches, there is a general distinction between generation and detection mechanisms based on photo-carrier excitation, where the THz source is a current transient mediated by photo-
induced carriers upon optical excitation [20, 21], and methods that exploit nonlinear interactions between optical photons that are not mediated by photoexcited carriers. This is not the only possible classification, others being based on the non-perturbative nature of the nonlinearity, others that classify the generation and detection on the base of whether or not the energy of the THz wave is actually provided by the impinging optical field or by a third source (e.g. the DC field in a THz photo-conductive emitter). In the framework of this thesis, we will choose a classification based on the involvement (or not) of photo-excited carriers in the ruling model of the generation, operating an ad-hoc distinction where this classification is not sufficient to capture peculiar features of the generation mechanism.

1.4.1 Photo-carrier related emissions

When a femtosecond optical beam strikes the surface of a semiconductor, and the photon energy exceeds that of the band gap, electron-hole pairs are generated on time scales that can be considered instantaneous at optical frequencies. In such a scenario, a transient current, induced by an increased conductivity, may then develop for a number of different possible physical reasons. More generally, when the excitation is ultrashort a number of burst-current source mechanisms exist in many different materials.

**Photo-Dember emission**

The photo-Dember emission is a photo-carrier based THz-emission mechanism which occurs in bulk or semiconductor films [22]. It arises from the different mobilities of holes and electrons within a semiconductor [23, 24, 25, 21, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. In a simplified description, an ultrashort optical pulse excites the medium, generating carriers on the surface. As the carriers can not diffuse through the boundary of the semiconductor, they diffuse into the bulk. The difference in mobilities between the electrons and holes is responsible for a carrier spatial imbalance which generates a dipole whose direction is normal to the surface of the material. In the state of the art, the general potential unbalance normal to the surface and can be reduced to the following [31]

\[
V_{PD} = \frac{k_B T}{e} \frac{b - 1}{b + 1} \ln \left(1 + \frac{(b + 1)\Delta n}{n_0 b + h_0}\right).
\]  

(1.1)

b represents the mobility ratio \(b = \mu_e/\mu_h\) of the electrons \(\mu_e\) and holes \(\mu_h\). \(n_0\) and \(h_0\) are the initial density of electrons and holes. T is the temperature of the photoexcited electrons and holes. Electron excess energies, with respect to the band-gap, also enhance
Figure 1.5: A schematic of photo-Dember THz emission, in which an optical pump generates electron-hole pairs, and the difference in mobilities causes a photo-Dember field to arise.

The photo-Dember effect. For these reasons narrow band-gap semiconductors (such as InAs (Indium Arsenide) and Indium Antimonide (InSb)) can exhibit a significant photo-Dember emission. The photo-Dember emission is then stronger in narrow band-gap semiconductors due to the thin absorption depth. The emitted THz electric field from the photo-Dember effect $E_{PD}$ is related to the photo-Dember Voltage through the absorption depth $\alpha$.

$$E_{PD} = \frac{V_{PD}}{\alpha}. \quad (1.2)$$

For the same wavelength, InSb had a shorter penetration depth than that of InAs, 92 nm and 142 nm respectively, and has a higher value for the ratio between the electron and hole mobilities, 125 and 95 respectively. Therefore from Eq. 1.2 it could be expected that a photo-Dember field has nearly four times the magnitude than that of InAs and would, therefore be sixteen times greater in power. However, this was shown experimentally to not be the case [27]. This unexpectedly low emission can be attributed to a reduction of the
transient mobility as a result of intervalley scattering of electrons to the L valley [21, 32],
where the electron mobility is considerably lower. As the intervalley scattering typically
relies very “hot” electrons the photo-Dember emission from InSb can be increased six-fold
by migrating to higher wavelengths [33], which is surprising considering the detrimental
effect of the long penetration depth at higher wavelengths.

Surge Current

Surge current emission (also referred to as surface field emission and drift-diffusion emis-
sion) has many analogies with the photo-Dember effect. However, the transient current
develops as a result of the photo-generated carriers being accelerated by a surface electric-
field typically present across the surface of many semiconductors [34, 28, 35, 36, 37]. Surge
current emissions are essentially sourced by the depletion field of the semiconductor.

In wide band-gap semiconductors (such as Gallium Arsenide (GaAs)) the population
of the surface states induce pinning of the Fermi level at the surface. This results in
band bending and the formation of a depletion region where a surface field exists. When
the semiconductor surface is excited by an ultrashort laser pulse, electron-hole pairs are
created. Due to the presence of the surface field, the electrons and holes are accelerated in
opposite directions resulting in a surge current perpendicular to the semiconductor surface.
The dopants and impurities of the semiconductor influence the direction and magnitude
of the surface depletion such that, in most cases, an n-type semiconductor drives the
photogenerated carriers in the opposite direction to that of a p-type semiconductor. This
reversal of the surge current direction causes a polarity reversal of the generated THz
waveform between semiconductors of different doping types [38]. The generated THz field
in the far field is described by Eq. 1.3 [39]

\[
E_{SC} = \frac{Ae^2 \mu_e G|N_D - N_A|}{4\pi \epsilon_0 \epsilon_r \epsilon_r \tau^2 \alpha^2} \left[ W \alpha - 1 + e^{-\alpha W} \right], \quad (1.3)
\]

where S represents the laser focal spot size, \( \tau \) is the duration of the laser pulse, r is the
distance in the far field. \( G \) is generation rate of the photocarriers. \( \epsilon_R \) is the relative
permittivity of the semiconductor.
Figure 1.6: A schematic of surge current THz emission, in which an optical pump generates electron-hole pairs, and the surface field causes photo-generated carriers to be accelerated giving rise to a transient current.

**Photoconductive Antenna**

A photoconductive antenna comprises two biased electrodes separated by a small semiconductor gap. When the gap is exposed to light, an increase in the electrical conductivity of the semiconductor is observed. When the photoconductive antenna is illuminated with a femtosecond laser pulse, the resulting transient current generates THz radiation. A THz emitter based on a photoconductive antenna is constructed of two metal electrodes deposited upon a semiconductor. The impinging laser pulse must have a photon energy larger than the material energy-bandgap, in order to promote the generation of free electron-hole pairs. The bias field, applied by the electrodes, accelerates the free carriers.

Let’s assume that the emitted THz field is a Hertzian dipole antenna, with arms much smaller than the wavelength of the emitted radiation. Under this hypothesis, the emitted THz field in the far field region is governed by Eq. 1.4.
\[ E_{PA} = -\frac{A}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 c^2} J_s \] (1.4)

Where A is the exposed area, r is the distance between the observation and the centre of the aperture, and \( J_s \) is the induced current. The output electric field of a photoconductive antenna depends on two key factors: the bias voltage, and the optical pump power. When both the optical power and bias voltage are sufficiently low, the amplitude of the electric field of the THz radiation is linearly proportional to both parameters. At high optical powers the screening effect, induced by the large photocarrier density causes saturation of the THz field emission.

Figure 1.7: A schematic of photoconductive antenna emission, in which an optical pump excites a semiconductor. A DC bias is applied to the semiconductor via two metal electrodes resulting in an acceleration of the optically excited free carriers, resulting in THz emission.

1.4.2 Nonlinear field-matter interactions

On an atomic scale, a simplistic description of an interaction between a wave and an atom is that the electromagnetic wave acts as an applied electric field, causing a displacement of the electronic cloud of electrons surrounding the nucleus. On a macroscopic scale, a material is made up of N atoms, all of which act as N identical dipoles, the material exhibits an average dipole density N, which is the source of the electromagnetic polarisation. The classical modelling route describes the system as a classical anharmonic oscillator (assuming a perturbative anharmonic behaviour). In an anharmonic oscillator, the electron displacement is not proportional to the applied field. Translated in terms of electric polarisation, this means that the harmonic content of the polarisation differs from the harmonic content of the excitation.
In the perturbative analysis, it is convenient to express the excitation as a superposition of monochromatic components at different frequencies. In light of the nonlinear field-matter interaction, the polarisation may contain several distinguishable components, each oscillating at a frequency which is a combination of the frequencies of the excitation components. It is usual (and convenient) to identify each specific frequency mixing with a specific process name (e.g. sum frequency, difference frequency etc.).

In nonlinear optics the generalised model of the field polarisation can be expressed as a power series of the nonlinear perturbation:

\[
P(t) = \epsilon_0 [\chi^{(1)}E(t) + \chi^{(2)}E^2(t) + \chi^{(3)}E^3(t) + ...] \equiv P^{(1)}(t) + P^{(2)}(t) + P^{(3)}(t) + .... \tag{1.5}
\]

Where \(\chi^{(2)}\) and \(\chi^{(3)}\) are the second and third order nonlinear optical susceptibilities, \(P^{(2)}\) and \(P^{(3)}\) represent the second and third order contribution to the nonlinear polarisation. For simplicity \(P(t)\) and \(E(t)\) have been assumed to be scalar properties, in the case of treating with the vector properties of the fields \(\chi^{(2)}\) becomes a third rank tensor, \(\chi^{(3)}\) becomes a fourth rank tensor and so on. It should also be noted that many materials, such as crystals and glasses, display inversion symmetry and as such \(\chi^{(2)}\) vanishes for such media.

Now the sum and difference frequency generation will be briefly described. If we consider a second order nonlinear medium, with two impinging optical fields with two frequency components. The optical field has the form of,

\[
E(t) = E_1 e^{-i\omega_1 t} + E_2 e^{-i\omega_2 t} + C.C., \tag{1.6}
\]

by inputting Eq. 1.6 into the second order nonlinear polarisation component of Eq. 1.5, It is found that the nonlinear polarisation is given by

\[
P^{(2)}(t) = \epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} [E_1^2 e^{-2i\omega_1 t} + E_2^2 e^{-2i\omega_2 t} + 2E_1 E_2 e^{-i(\omega_1 + \omega_2) t} + 2E_1^* E_2 e^{-i(\omega_1 - \omega_2) t} + c.c.] + 2\epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} [E_1 E_1^* + E_2 E_2^*] \tag{1.7}
\]

If the nonlinear polarisation is expressed as the following notation,

\[
P^{(2)} = \sum_n P(\omega_n) e^{-i\omega_n t}. \tag{1.8}
\]

This allows for Eq. 1.7 to be expressed in terms of the various frequency components of the nonlinear polarisation, where each of the individual expressions describes a separate
second order nonlinear physical process. Eq. 1.9 shows each of the terms, as well as a caption for the process it describes where the processes have the following names Second Harmonic Generation (SHG), Sum Frequency Generation (SFG), Difference Frequency Generation (DFG) and OR.

$$P(2\omega_1) = \epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} E_1^2 \ (SHG).$$

$$P(2\omega_2) = \epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} E_2^2 \ (SHG).$$

$$P(\omega_1 + \omega_2) = 2\epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} E_1 E_2 \ (SFG).$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.9)

$$P(\omega_1 - \omega_2) = 2\epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} E_1 E_2^* \ (DFG).$$

$$P(0) = 2\epsilon_0 \chi^{(2)} (E_1 E_1^* + E_2 E_2^*) \ (OR).$$

Although Eq. 1.9 describes several processes, in most practical cases, other conditions such as the velocity matching between the different field components and the transparency of the medium make only a single process relevant.

**Optical Rectification**

Optical rectification was first reported by Bass et al. in 1962 [7]: in which a DC polarisation was observed by illuminating Potassium Dihydrogen Phosphate (KDP) crystals with an intense ruby laser. In a broader sense, we talk of OR even in the case of a non-monochromatic excitation, like the one provided by ultrafast femtosecond lasers. Due to the inherently large bandwidth of an exciting femtosecond pulse (within the THz scale), the resulting polarisation assumes the form of a short few-cycle pulse with a spectrum continuously spanning a significant portion of the THz band. For a femtosecond pulse, the THz field is actually the second order derivative of the pulse envelope.

Although the bandwidth of the THz pulse is dependant on the pulse width of the laser pulse there are some limiting factors. For an ideal situation of optical rectification, the optical generation pump and the THz pulse would co-propagate through the nonlinear crystal, however, for most materials, the refractive index of the generation pump and the THz pulse are not equal. Specifically, the phase matching condition for THz emission requires that the group velocity of the femtosecond pulse matches the phase velocity of the THz pulse. This requirement stems from the fact that the THz wave is the second derivative of the pulse envelope. This phase mismatch results in destructive interference reducing the effective THz radiation generated. The length of material the generation is feasible over before destructive interference occurs is referred to as the materials coherence length. This difference in this phase mismatch is highlighted in Fig. 1.8, in which the group
index for 800 nm is shown against the index of refraction for ZnTe over a range of THz wavelengths. The data used for this graph was taken from [40] for the THz, and [41] for the 800 nm. In addition, most nonlinear crystals also suffer from holes in the emitted THz spectrum due to phonon resonances. Typically, these resonances lie somewhere between 5-10 THz, as the length of the material is increased the spectral hole due to the phonon resonance will widen, resulting in a narrower THz emission spectra. It should be noted that currently there is no known material that exists with ideal co-linear propagation, it is quite incidental luck that phase matching can be realised for a ZnTe crystal with a ⟨100⟩ cut for a wavelength of 800 nm, which happens to be the peak efficiency wavelength for a Ti:Sa femtosecond oscillator, this coincidence is the reason for the popularity of ZnTe crystals in THz nonlinear generation.

![Figure 1.8: The index of refraction for ZnTe across a range of THz frequencies (green), shown against the group index of ZnTe at 800 nm (red).](image)

**Surface optical rectification (SOR)**

In the early 90s, it has been demonstrated that significant THz pulse emissions could be obtained from a specific nonlinear rectification process occurring at the surface of semiconductor materials [42]. The underlying principle of SOR relies on the symmetry breaking static surface depletion field \( E = E_{surf}^Z \) which is present in several semiconductors in light of the polarisation of the surface states. Like any optical field-induced second order nonlinearity, this process relies on the cubic nonlinear properties of the material, hence it is generally present regardless of the centrosymmetric nature of the medium (or the lack of). As such SOR exhibits unique physics when compared to bulk quadratic-optical rectification.
Figure 1.9: A schematic showing SOR emission. An ultrashort optical pulse excites a semiconductor surface, generating free electron-hole pairs within the optical skin depth. Band diagrams along the depth direction $z$, with the valence and conducting energies $\varepsilon_v$ and $\varepsilon_c$ are indicated in both cases. The surface field $E_{surf}^z$ is indicated, resulting from the balancing of the surface charges (plus signs on the top) and localised free-electrons in the surface accumulation region and the spatial charge in the depleted region. Free-electrons in the conduction band are indicated by black dots with minus signs, while $\varepsilon_F$ indicates the Fermi level. The THz is generated by the interaction of the generation pump with the surface field.

The surface field $E_{surf}^z$ is directed along the normal of the surface $\hat{z}$. The nonlinear surface polarisation $P_{THz}$ responsible for the emission of the quasi-static THz field with frequency $\omega_{THz} \ll \omega$ can be described as

$$P_{THz} = \chi^{(3)}(\omega_{THz} : -\omega,\omega,0) : E(-\omega) : E(\omega) : E_{surf}^z(0) \hat{Z},$$

(1.10)

with $\chi^{(3)}$ being the third order nonlinear susceptibility tensor. The surface then behaves effectively as a second order nonlinear material [43]. We can define the effective quadratic
nonlinear susceptibility tensor $\chi^{(2)}$ as

$$\chi^{(2)}(\omega_{\text{THz}} : -\omega ; \omega) = E_{Z}^{\text{surf}}(0)\chi^{(3)}(\omega_{\text{THz}} : -\omega ; 0). \quad (1.11)$$

The effective nonlinear coefficient is then directly proportional to the surface field of the generating surface. The THz wave is generated by standard second order optical rectification [44] as described in the previous section. It is worth noting that in light of the typical thinness of the surface field region in many semiconductors, the velocity mismatch between the THz waves and optical pulse does not play a significant role in the SOR. In addition, although the absolute THz conversion is significantly below the common benchmarks fixed by nonlinear optical crystals, the SOR is generally driven by an extremely high nonlinear coefficient, which makes surface emission of macroscopic importance.

1.5 Detection of Terahertz radiation

Currently, there are three key methods used to detect pulsed THz radiation, these are electro-optic sampling, photoconductive antenna detection and air break-down coherent detection. It is worth noting that the detection performed using photoconductive antennas can be in principle assimilated to electro-optic sampling (and is done so in a number of publications). However, within the framework of this thesis, we will separate its description in light of the different physical mechanism when compared to the nonlinear electro-optic sampling based upon the Pockels effect. In the following section, a basic description of these methodologies is provided.

1.5.1 Electro-Optic Sampling

Electro-Optic (EO) is a methodology that samples the value of a propagating electric field, in a specific location, at a specific time. The key mechanism to EO sampling relies on the Pockels effect. In a nonlinear material, a static electric field will induce a change in birefringence. This change in birefringence is proportional to the amplitude of the applied electromagnetic field.
Figure 1.10: A schematic for electro-optic sampling, in which a THz pulse and an ultrashort optical pulse co-propagate through a nonlinear crystal. The THz pulse induces a change in polarisation on the optical pulse, resulting in an elliptical pulse. The optical pulse subsequently propagates through a \( \lambda/4 \) waveplate and a Wollaston prism, splitting the pulse into its linear polarisation components, the pulse is then detected with a pair of balanced photodiodes.

Fig. 1.10 shows a typical setup used to measure birefringence for electro-optic sampling. A linearly polarised optical probe pulse and the THz pulse propagate together through the EO crystal. The THz field induces a change in the refractive index ellipsoid of the ZnTe (or similar nonlinear crystal). This induced a birefringence which rotates the optical probe pulse polarisation which makes the probe pulse slightly elliptical in polarisation. The probe pulse then passes through a \( \lambda/4 \) waveplate which is used to map the two circularly polarised components of the field into two linearly polarised components. The probe pulse is then split into its two orthogonal components by a Wollaston prism. These two orthogonal components are then directed to a pair of balanced photodiodes. The photodiodes will measure the intensity difference between the two orthogonal components, this difference is proportional to the amplitude of the applied THz field. When there is no THz field applied the output is a linear polarisation that can be described as the superposition of equally powered circularly polarised components. As such, both photodiodes will detect the same signal and the differential signal is zero. The THz field applied rotates the polarisation creating an imbalance in the photodiodes proportional to the polarisation and the applied THz field. Hence the differential signal of the balanced photodiodes can be interpreted as proportional to the sampled THz field.

Electro-optic sampling suffers from the same problems as optical rectification, in that
the spectrum of the THz radiation detected is clipped by both the phonon processes of the crystal and the coherence length, limiting the effective bandwidth.

1.5.2 Photoconductive Antenna Detection

When a photoconductive antenna is used to detect a THz field, a femtosecond optical pulse induces a high photocarrier density between two electrodes (normally the two internal ends of a Hertzian-antenna structure. An impinging THz field induces drift of the photocarriers between the electrodes. As the femtosecond pulse overlaps with a specific section of the THz pulse, overall the antenna behaves as the generator of a current that can flow in an external connection that connects the two electrodes.

If the photocarrier lifetime is sufficiently low, the conductivity perturbation has a duration much shorter than the THz wavelength. In a very similar to nonlinear electro-optic sampling, the antenna samples the THz field. Measuring the photocurrent at different time delays between the optical pulse and THz pulse allows for the reconstruction of the THz pulse. As the photocurrent is extremely small (typically between femtoamperes and picoamperes), a lock-in detection approach is commonly used to enhance the signal to noise ratio.

Figure 1.11: A schematic showing photoconductive antenna detection, in which an optical probe beam and a THz pulse simultaneously excite a gap between two biased electrodes, generating a photocurrent.

The detected photocurrent depends on the THz field and also on the surface conductivity of the material used to construct the antenna. An equation for the photocurrent, as a function of time, where \( \sigma_s \) is the finite relaxation time of the conductivity is shown in Eq. 1.12

\[
J_s(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{t} \sigma_s(t-t')E_{THz}(t')dt'.
\]  

(1.12)
As a result, the finite relaxation time of the conductivity, induced by the photocarrier lifetime, actually 'smears' out the sampling of the THz field. By performing a Fourier transformation on Eq. 1.12 we can clearly appreciate that this behaviour corresponds to a low-pass filtering of the impinging THz spectrum, limiting the detection bandwidth. In fact, most of the recent research on photo-conductive switches focuses on the identification of substrates with extremely fast recombination times to overcome this limit.

### 1.6 Current Challenges in the field

Perhaps the most important limiting factor in the diffusion of ultrafast THz technologies is the lack of efficiency of the THz generation, and the fact that most of these generation approaches cannot be easily scaled-up to increase the output: mild improvements in the generation output usually require disproportionate technical efforts. Standard generation techniques exhibit an optical-to-THz conversion efficiency within the range \(10^{-5} - 10^{-4}\). It should be noted that although efficiencies above 1% have been reported they have been usually achieved with very important compromises in terms of generation bandwidth. Pulsed femtosecond lasers with energy in the mJ scale (with peak powers in the order of 10 GW) can be used to generate relatively bright THz pulses with energy within the scale of \(0.1 \mu\text{J} - 1 \mu\text{J}\). This scenario is quite independent of the inherent generation process used. The cost of the technology exponentially increases with the desired THz power. There are also a few current issues in the detection of THz waves, for example, an electro-optic sampling setup is bulky and expensive as a nonlinear crystal, waveplate and polarising beamsplitter are required.

The standard apparatus for THz-TDS is the photoconductive antenna, however, they face a huge technological challenge in cost-effective large-scale production viability. GaAs (or Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs)) is the most widely used materials for photoconductive devices, but the fabrication has two major disadvantages first, the semiconductor properties are difficult to reproduce, even when grown with the same reactor conditions. Secondly, the growth of these semiconductors is performed in molecular-beam-epitaxy machines, which is a very expensive machine for large-scale production of THz devices.

The search for a wider bandwidth in generation and detection is another obvious challenge in modern THz science. Although a TDS with more than 100 THz of bandwidth have been demonstrated via laser plasma generation and Air-based detection, these examples are of scarce practical impact, in light of the cost of the system and the several practical complications in their uses. Velocity mismatch limits the continuous spectrum available
from the crystals, although in a limited fashion different crystals can be used to explore
different spectral regions. In a semiconductor, the recombination time and electrical time-
constant appear to be a hard limit for exploring a wider bandwidth. It is worth noting
that although the surface THz generation is potentially impacted by a similar bandwidth
issue, there are several indications that specific surface generation approaches could enable
an agile access to a much wider bandwidth.

1.7 This Thesis

With the massive advantages of THz radiations and the current technical difficulties in
mind, I chose to undertake research into THz surface phenomena, which is the focal point
of this thesis. III-V semiconductors, such as InAs and InSb, have world record-breaking
conversion efficiencies per unit thickness due to their extremely thin active region, typically
hundreds of atomic layers. In addition, as the active regions are very thin, the phase
mismatch is negligible and so there is an opportunity for much wider bandwidths.

This thesis is born as the focal point of many research interests of my research lab
(Emergent Photonics Lab), which enabled the appropriate availability of resources that
made my results possible. All the work presented in my thesis is my work. Parts of
chapters have been published in journals. I significantly contributed to the writing of the
articles.

The structure of this thesis is as follows, In chapter 2 I will introduce Optical Pump
Rectification Emission, and the utilisation of this technique to probe the surface dynamics
of semiconductors. In chapter 3, building upon the work of chapter 2 I will use Optical
Pump Rectification Emission to expose the saturation mechanisms within surface optical
rectification. In chapter 4 I will demonstrate the enhancement of the surface field by the
addition of Graphene flakes. This work results in the overcoming of the saturation limits
of surface optical rectification. In Chapter 5 I will demonstrate my most recent spin-
off investigation into a new generation mechanism, known as All-Optical Surface Optical
Rectification. In chapter 6 I will place my conclusion, and provide an educated glimpse
into the future of this work and my future-self as a scientist.
Chapter 2

Optical Pump Rectification Emission

The contents of this chapter have been published in [45]. I introduce a method for the diagnostics of electric surface potentials of a semiconductor based on THz surface generation. In this scheme, that was named Optical Pump Rectification Emission, a THz pulse is generated directly on the surface via SOR, utilising an ultrashort pulse, during which the DC surface potential is screened with a second optical pump pulse. As the THz generation directly relates to the surface potential arising from the surface states, the temporal dynamics of the static surface field induced by the screening effect of the photo-carriers can be observed. Such an approach is potentially insensitive to bulk carrier dynamics and does not require special illumination geometries.

2.1 Introduction

The diagnostics of electric surface potentials in semiconductors, arising as a result of the charged states at the surface of the material, together with the measurement of the dynamics of the surface carriers, has been at the heart of the development of many modern technologies [31]. In particular, in semiconductor technology, the map of surface carrier dynamics is of paramount importance in a number of industrial steps; for example, it is well established that the surface states strongly influence the potential of Schottky junctions [46]. Many rising technologies, such as photovoltaics and tuneable metamaterials, rely on thin-layer semiconductors and surface engineering [47, 48] requiring fast and in-situ monitoring of the surface properties, capable of evaluating the dynamics of carriers and static potentials at the surface. There are several ways (e.g. surface-tunnelling mi-
Optical Pump Terahertz Probe (OPTP) is a well-established spectroscopy technique [32, 52, 53, 54] to monitor bulk photo-excited carrier dynamics. An ultrashort optical pulse is exploited to generate free electron-hole pairs, to alter the transmission (or the reflection) coefficient experienced by a propagating THz pulse. Whereas a THz pulse is exploited to probe the excited semiconductor. The photo-carriers effectively screen the THz field, the measurement of the THz field hence provides a measurement of the photo-induced carrier density. By changing the relative delay between the exciting pulse and the measured THz probe, the dynamical response of the photo-carriers can be reconstructed. Such a technique is very popular to map the photo-carrier dynamics in bulk semiconductors, providing relevant information about their mobility and recombination time. OPTP can be used to reveal a vast array of information, such as the ultrafast carrier trapping in semiconductors [55] and the electronic properties of nanowires [56].

The OPTP technique can in principle be extended to measure surface photo-carrier dynamics, with an embodiment operating in reflection: a change in reflectivity of the sample can be related to the density of photo-generated electron-hole pairs, as is generally done in transmission. The optical penetration depth, when illuminating with photon energies largely exceeding the semiconductor bandgap, can be within the order of a few hundred atomic layers or lower [57]. This short depth results in the excitation of carriers in proximity of the surface. However, OPTP is in overall an approach weakly sensitive to surface dynamics. The most important limitation is that, in all practical scenarios, the THz penetration depth is usually very large, on the order of some tens of microns. This situation implies that the actual overlap between the THz decaying field and the photo-excited layer is always quite weak and very weakly dependent on the carrier dynamics in the surface field region. Most importantly, OPTP is not directly sensitive to the surface potential.

Better approaches have been proposed in literature to analyse photo-excited surface carriers. Dynamic Terahertz Emission Microscope (DTEM) is an extension of the Laser Terahertz Emission Microscope (LTEM) [58, 59]. In these techniques, a pump laser is used to excite photo-carriers. The surface current generated by such photo-carriers is
the source of a THz field, which is directly generated in the photo-excited region of the sample, in striking contrast with the OPTP. The DTEM has been applied to phenomenologically describe the THz generated by surge currents in a polycrystalline silicon solar cell [60]. Moreover, LTEM based approaches allow information on the surface potential to be extracted. Very recently, it has been demonstrated that electrically induced changes in the surface potential of materials such as Gallium Nitride, where the generation mechanism is dominated by surge current effects, directly affects the THz generation. Here LTEM has been used to map changes in the THz spectrum induced by the surface potential [58]. Furthermore, LTEM has since been used to probe the surface potential of electrically biased silicon [61]. Mag-Usara et al. proposed the “double optical pump” THz time-domain emission spectroscopy, which maps the carrier lifetimes by observing variation in the surge-current generated THz electric field when varying the delay between a THz generating pump and a second optical screening pump [62].

A potential complexity of LTEM based approaches is that the relationship between the surface potential and the THz field is not direct: the surface field accelerates the surface photo-carriers, while the emitted THz is connected to their motion-dynamics. Most importantly, in low bandgap semiconductors, THz generation mechanisms related to carrier dynamics (surge current generation and photo-Dember emission) are known to saturate quickly as the excitation increases. A recent study [63] modelling photo-Dember carrier dynamics has attributed its saturation to the Coulomb attraction. For excitation fluences of about tens of $\mu J/cm^2$, the THz emission is ruled by SOR. In such regimes, the THz generation is directly related to a symmetry-breaking, static surface field which seeds optical rectification [42]. It is well established that the THz surface optical generation arises from a third order nonlinear effect involving the optical, THz and static surface field itself. The resulting THz field is then directly proportional to the surface field, with an important fallout in surface field monitoring that I will exploit in this chapter. Very interestingly, in most semiconductor surfaces, such surface fields arise directly from the pinning of the Fermi Level induced by the surface states [64]. Thanks to this mechanism, the optical nonlinearity has been proposed for probing surface states in topological insulators [65].

In this chapter, I investigate the use of optical rectification to probe the surface static potential dynamics of a semiconductor by inducing a population of photo-carriers in the surface field region. An ultrashort optical pulse interacts with the surface and, thanks to the presence of the electrostatic surface field, THz radiation is emitted via a third-order
nonlinearity, while a second optical ‘screening pump’ is used to generate surface photo-carriers. Differently from OPTP, where the photo-carriers screen a THz field, here the photo-carriers screen the static field directly and hence inhibits the generated THz. I will assume a screening pump with typical penetration depth on the scale of the surface field region thickness. This translates to wavelengths of 800 nm or shorter in this case of study (InAs). I named this technique Optical Pump Rectification Emission OPRE. It is worth noting that the screening of the propagating fields has a negligible role in the OPRE. Similar to LTEM, my approach has the benefit of directly generating the THz field on the surface of the semiconductor, with the advantage of the THz emission being directly proportional to the surface potential. Moreover, OPRE can also be efficiently applied to low-bandgap semiconductors, where the nonlinear generation is the dominating mechanism. As such, I could measure a clear linear relation between the photo-excited charges and the screening optical energy. This approach may then open up the possibility of using THz spectroscopy for quantitative analysis of the surface potential distribution in semiconductors and, eventually, of the surface states. Moreover, my results demonstrate that it provides an efficient alternative to OPTP and LTEM for the detection of the photo-induced surface carrier dynamics.

2.2 Optical Pump Rectification Emission

Before entering into the experimental details, it is useful to describe the general principle of the OPRE, together with a brief summary of the OPTP technique, which we used in a reflection configuration as a benchmark for probing photo-induced surface carrier dynamics. Fig. 2.1 sketches the interaction geometry in the two approaches, OPTP and OPRE in (a) and (b) respectively. In the OPTP technique Fig. 2.1 (a) a THz beam is used in reflection geometry to probe the surface carriers generated by a powerful screening pump. The pump has photon energies far exceeding the semiconductor bandgap and induces electron-hole free carrier pairs. The optical penetration depth depends on the strong single photon absorption process and, for a wavelength of 800 nm as used in this experiment is on the order of 140 nm [57]. Note that, in general, such penetration depths are not affected by the generated free-carriers until very high injections. The absorption process of the THz wave, conversely, is ruled solely by the contribution of free-carriers. Hence, the photo-induced charges screen the reflected THz wave. The absorption by free-carriers is weaker than the single photon absorption process therefore the THz penetration depth (on the order of 50 µm in undoped InAs[66]) is much larger than the
penetration of the optical screening pump. I experimentally observe that this results in a small change in the reflectivity of the THz probe. In general, other important limitations arise from the fact that semiconductors usually exhibit a very high refractive index at THz frequencies [67], hence the signal under investigation is normally superimposed with a large contribution originating from the Fresnel reflection. This aspect translates in the need of specific reflection geometries to suppress the strong linear reflection (e.g. the usage of a p-polarised field at the Brewster angle). Moreover, the optical pump can in principle produce an additional change in the THz reflection coefficient through other nonlinear mechanisms, e.g. Kerr-cross phase modulation[68] unrelated to the surface free carrier concentration.
Figure 2.1: A schematic of the excitation geometry of the InAs surface, depicting the relevant physical interactions, for OPTP (a) and OPRE (b) Band diagrams along the depth direction z, with the valence and conducting energies $\varepsilon_v$ and $\varepsilon_c$ are indicated in both cases. (a) A screening pump induces free electron-hole pairs, such free-carriers are generated mostly within the skin depth of the pump, indicated with the red arrow. The concentration of free-carriers changes the reflectivity of a THz probe. The skin depth of the THz is indicated in green. (b) The surface field $E_{surf}^Z$ is indicated by the graduated arrow, resulting from the balancing of the surface charges (plus signs on the top), and localised free-electrons in the surface accumulation region ($0 < z < Z_0$), and the spatial charge in the depleted ($Z_0 < z < Z_0 + L$) region. Free-electrons in the conduction band are indicated by black dots with minus signs, while $\varepsilon_F$ indicates the Fermi level. The THz is generated by the interaction of the generation pump with the surface field, while the screening pump also generates free-carriers in this case, effectively screening the surface field $E_{surf}^Z$.

In the OPRE technique, the THz wave is generated directly in the sample surface field region. It is important to stress that the underlying principle of SOR relies on a symmetry-breaking static (DC) surface depletion field $E = E_{surf}^Z \hat{z}$ [69]. The DC surface field is directed along the normal of the surface $\hat{z}$, as depicted in Fig. 2.1 (b); together with the optical generating field ($E_G(\omega)$ in the frequency domain) it contributes to the nonlinear surface polarisation $P_{THz}$ that acts as a source for the emission of a quasi-static THz field with frequency $\omega_{THz} \ll \omega$, where
\[
\mathbf{P}_{THz} = \chi^{(3)}(\omega_{THz} : -\omega;\omega,0) \cdot \mathbf{E}_G(-\omega) \cdot \mathbf{E}_G(\omega) \cdot E_{surf}^z(0) \hat{z}, \quad (2.1)
\]

where \(\chi^{(3)}\) represents the third order nonlinear susceptibility tensor. The surface then behaves as an effective second-order material \[43\]. The elements of the resulting nonlinear susceptibility tensor \(\chi^{(2)}\) are:

\[
\chi^{(2)}_{ijk}(\omega_{THz} : -\omega;\omega) = E_{surf}^z(0) \chi^{(3)}_{ijkz}(\omega_{THz} : -\omega;\omega,0). \quad (2.2)
\]

The effective nonlinear coefficient is thus directly proportional to the DC surface field of the material. It is important to stress that this quadratic contribution is not related to the quadratic nonlinearity of the medium. The THz wave is then generated by an equivalent second order optical rectification of the ultrashort pulse\[44\]. From Eq. 2.1, we shall expect a trend of the THz peak field of the form \(E_{THz} \propto W_G E_{surf}^z\), where \(W_G\) is the energy of the THz generating pulse, i.e. the generation efficiency is:

\[
\eta = \frac{E_{THz}}{W_G} \propto E_{surf}^z. \quad (2.3)
\]

There are two important considerations that need to be addressed. The first is that, following Eq. 2.1, the THz source is entirely confined within the penetration depth of the optical field (140 nm at \(\lambda=800\) nm). With the generating volume decreasing as the wavelength decreases and can be as low as \(\approx 16\) nm at \(\lambda = 400\) nm \[57\]. The second, following Eq. 2.3, is that the efficiency \(\eta\) directly reveals the DC surface field \(E_{surf}^z\). Before describing the role of the screening pump, it is important to clarify the nature of the DC surface field, which is directly related to the electric surface states of the semiconductor. To formalise the problem and, specifically, the band bending, we consider the general case of a p-type semiconductor (i.e. with Fermi-level approaching the valence band) and a band bending enriching of a negative charge region in proximity of the surface. It is important to note, however, that in many materials (e.g. InAs, which will be used in the experiments) a significant band bending also occurs in the undoped case, due to the significant charge of the surface states. The electron/hole surface states of a semiconductor represent a perturbation to the charge balance. The total charge \(Q_{surf}\), hosted by such surface states, needs to balance (and hence neutralise) the charge in the semiconductor. Such a charge is mostly confined in the band-bending region close to the material surface \[70\], comprising of the negative accumulation and Schottky depletion regions, represented in Fig. 2.1 (b) for \(0 < z < Z_0\) and \(Z_0 < z < Z_0 + L\) respectively. The Schottky depletion
region L is characterised by a constant density of space charge, resulting in a total charge $Q_{surf}$:

$$Q_{Sc} = -eN_AL,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

where $N_A$ represents the density of ionised acceptors. Close to the surface, the bending of the bands increases and the Fermi level approaches the conduction band minimum. Here the semiconductor has a narrow accumulation region rich of free-electrons with 2-dimensional concentration $N_S$ [71, 72], the total charge is:

$$Q_{Z_0} = -e(N_S + N_AZ_0).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

The total charge balancing the surface charge $Q_{surf}$ in the band-bending region is then $Q_{Z_0} + Q_{Sc}$. Fig. 2.1 (b) we reported the energy level diagram in the surface accumulation and Schottky depletion regions. The surface charge $Q_{surf}$ is represented on the top surface of the material. The free-electron charges are sketched behind the surface. They represent a large fraction of the total charge when the Fermi level is pinned well above the conduction band minimum. The biasing potential induced by the charge of the surface states gives rise to the DC surface electric field that seeds the four wave-mixing process in Fig. 2.1. The DC field immediately at the surface[73] is then

$$E^{'surf}_z (z = 0) = -\frac{Q_{Z_0} + Q_{Sc}}{\epsilon} = \frac{e}{\epsilon}[N_A(Z_0 + L) + N_s].$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

The DC surface field monotonically decreases with z in the Schottky region until it completely neutralises. In SOR, however, we can assume that a significant fraction of the generated THz can be attributed to the region between the surface and the electron accumulation layer (where the surface field is maximum and approximately constant) and is proportional to the electric field given by Eq. 2.6. This is also true in low-doped or intrinsic materials, as in those cases the DC surface field is only strong for $z < Z_0$. We can now take into account the role of the screening optical pump. When photoexcitation is included, hot carriers are induced in proximity of the surface, similarly to the case of OPTP. We will assume that, immediately after excitation, most of the photo-excited electrons are localised in the potential well and drift (because of the high mobility) towards the surface, screening the surface charges and hence the DC surface field $E^{'surf}_z$. 

By assuming that the saturation dynamics is effective within the typical THz timescales (my screening time resolution is within the order of 3 ps) the density of photo-electrons close to the surface layer can be approximated as a surface density $n_{ph}$, which directly modifies Eq. 2.6:

$$E_{surf}^z(z = 0) = \frac{e}{\varepsilon} [N_A(Z_0 + L(+N_S - n_{ph}))]. \tag{2.7}$$

The carriers inhibit the DC surface field $E_{surf}^z$, effectively reducing the THz generation efficiency in proximity of the accumulation region (where the nonlinear conversion is stronger because of the high field). Relevantly, at low injections, the density of screening photo-electrons is proportional to the impinging optical energy. Neglecting the very small impinging angle difference between screening pump and THz generating pump, we expect a dependence of the type:

$$n_{ph} \propto (W_G + W_S), \tag{2.8}$$

where $W_s$ is the energy of the screening pulse. For low energy, the modulation of the surface potential is the sole source of change, as the THz emission is not significantly related to the screening of any of the propagating fields, in stark contrast to OPTP where the photo-carriers screen the THz field directly by increasing its reflection. Before closing this section, it is worth briefly discussing the expected dynamics of the photo-carriers. The total electromotive field for electrons is

$$E(z) = E_{surf}^z(z) + P_T \frac{dT}{dz} + \frac{eD_N}{\sigma} \frac{dN_{ph}}{dz}, \tag{2.9}$$

where $P_T$ represents the thermoelectric power, $T$ the temperature, $D_N$ the electron diffusion coefficient, $N_{ph}$ the volume density of photo-generated carriers and $\sigma$ the conductivity.

At high screening injections, we expect $E_{surf}^z$ to be comparable or smaller than the thermoelectric and diffusion terms in Eq. 2.9, hence other dynamics may become relevant. It is outside the scope of this chapter to discuss high-injection dynamics, but we can argue that, as the excitation increases, the depletion layer contracts because the band-bending is reduced by the accumulation of photo-electrons close to the surface. This means that we expect a saturation of the screening effect because most of the carriers will then be generated near or outside the surface field region. The motion of those carriers is then
dominated by diffusion and thermal dynamics, only marginally contributing to further screening of $E_{\text{surf}}^z(z)$.

Finally, the electromotive force affects both holes and electrons. In materials such as InAs, however, the mobilities of the two carriers are rather different. This creates a mostly unipolar electron flow \[74, 75\]. Although a unipolar flow can induce photo-Dember THz generation, such generation is quite saturated at the high excitations considered here and has negligible s-polarisation contribution \[76\].

### 2.3 Experimental Setup

![Experimental Setup Diagram]

Figure 2.2: Experimental setup for OPTP (a) and OPRE (b) diagnostics. The red and green beam paths denote the 800 nm optical and THz beam paths respectively. For both setups, the THz field is measured with a standard electro-optic detection, which retrieves the change of polarisation of an optical probe of energy ($\approx 1 \mu J$) inside a ZnTe detection crystal (ZT1) due to the THz field. A delay line D1 controls the delay $t_d$ between the THz and the optical probe and allows for the reconstruction of the THz waveform. (a) The THz is generated by a ZnTe crystal (ZT2) converting a generation pump with a pulse energy of 1 mJ. (b) The THz is directly generated on the sample under investigation (InAs sample) converting a generating pump with energy 0.1 mJ. In both configurations, the relative angle between the screening pump beam and the THz probe beam (a) or optical generating pump (b) is 11.9°. The p-polarised screening pump energy was 1 mJ and 0.1 mJ for (a) and (b) respectively. The delay between the screening optical pulse and the generating optical pulse $\tau_s$ is controlled with the delay line D2 in both cases.

Fig. 2.2 (a) and (b) show the experimental setup for OPTP (used as reference) and OPRE respectively. The excitation pulses are supplied by a 5 mJ-class Ti:Sa regenerative amplifier (Coherent Libra-He) generating 100 fs pulses centred at $\lambda = 800\text{nm}$, with a 1 kHz repetition rate. The beam diameter (intensity at $\frac{1}{e^2}$) $d = 9 \text{mm}$ was determined via knife-
edge technique. The setup comprises of three separate beam lines, the THz excitation pump (≈1.5 mJ), the screening pump (≈2.5 mJ) and the optical sampling probe (≈1 μJ) for the detection. A THz electro-optic detection is implemented by co-propagating the THz field and the optical sampling probe in a standard 1mm thick <110> ZnTe crystal [77]. For the OPTP, the detection crystal and the probe polarisation are set to detect the p-polarised THz field. For the OPRE a s-detection is preferred as it is in principle unaffected by any carrier-mediated generation phenomena. As in standard TDS schemes, the time-domain traces are reconstructed by changing the delay \( t_d \) between the THz and the optical probe. The TDS signal is measured with a balanced photo-detection unit feeding a lock-in amplifier. The main emitter consists of a standard 1mm thick <110> ZnTe crystal for the OPTP case that generates the THz probe. The sample under investigation is an undoped 0.5 mm-thick <100> InAs crystal, which is also used for generating the THz in the OPRE case. The typical semiconductor bandgap is on the order of 0.35 eV, much lower than the photon energy of 1.55 eV used for both the generating and screening pumps, translating to a skin depth for normal illumination on the order of 140nm [57]. This value needs to be considered as an upper boundary, and as the skin depth decreases with the impinging angle [78] of the optical beam on the surface. The angle between the screening pump and THz probe and between the screening pump and generating pump is fixed at 11.9° for both OPTP and OPRE respectively. This results in a temporal smearing and thus a resolution of the pump delay within the order of 3ps.

A system of delay lines allows for the independent control of the group delay in the screening pump and optical probe lines. For the OPRE case in Fig. 2.2 (b) the generation mechanism of the s-polarised THz emission in InAs was confirmed to be optical rectification by rotating the polarisation of the generation pump: we observed a two-fold symmetry typical of optical rectification emission from surfaces [76]. This also allowed us to exclude any relevant contribution of the photo-Dember effect, which is unaffected by a change of polarisation [76] and was not detectable for angles of minimum generation by optical rectification. In contrast to [63], where the sample was rotated to suppress the SOR, we oriented the surface and the generating pump polarisation to maximise the nonlinear conversion efficiency.

2.4 Results and Discussion

As a benchmark of this technique, we measured the photo-carrier dynamics with a reflective OPTP trace for an undoped InAs substrate. In this experiment, the THz was
Figure 2.3: Reflective OPTP trace for an undoped <100> InAs substrate. (a) A typical THz waveform reflected by the InAs sample, for a generating pump energy of 1mJ, as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$. (b) Measured THz field as reflected from the InAs substrate as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$ and screening pump delay $\tau_s$, for a THz pump energy and screening pump energy of 1 mJ. The delay $\tau_s = 0$ represents the perfect temporal matching between the screening pump and the peak of the impinging THz wave. (c) Detail of the recovery of the peak THz field ($t_d = 0$) vs the screening pump delay $\tau_s$.

generated by bulk optical rectification of 1 mJ optical pulses in a ZnTe crystal. Fig. 2.3 (a) reports a typical THz wave generated in the system, reconstructed in time against the delay $t_d$ between the THz pulse and the optical probe pulse in the detection scheme Fig. 2.2. The reflectivity of the sample for the THz probe was increased when a screening pump of 1 mJ was overlapped in the sample. This is visible in Fig. 2.3 (b) where we report the evolution of the THz waveform with the delay $\tau_s$ between the optical screening pump and the THz. The change of reflectivity is visible in a weak modulation of the THz wave that fades away for large delays. Reflective OPTP indeed allows for the carrier relaxation dynamics to be inferred from the change in reflectivity of the sample. The increase in reflectivity is related to the increased conductivity due to the photo-carriers generated by the screening pump. As stated above, the interpretation of the time-resolved or frequency resolved traces is quite complex because in many practical scenarios the penetration depth of THz and optical fields are rather different. Hence, the distribution of photo-carriers
along z is very inhomogeneous on the scale of the THz penetration depth. This makes the modelling of the reflection using the standard Leontovich approach difficult[79].

Most importantly, the key drawback of this technique is that the signal variation (and therefore the change in the THz signal) is very small when compared to the total signal received, as visible in Fig. 2.3 (b). A better visualisation of the reflectivity change is obtained by plotting the THz peak field (measured for a fixed delay \( t_d = 0 \)), as reported in Fig. 2.3 (c). This is the measurement with the best contrast and the relative change in THz field is approximately \( 5 \times 10^{-2} \). The RMS noise of this measurement was \( 8.2 \times 10^{-3} \), resulting in a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) lower than 8.6 dB. Widening my comparison to the reflective electro-optic sampling approach[29] (that estimates the carrier density from the optical reflectivity) it is also experimentally observed that a very faint relative change of the power of the reflected THz generating optical pump, which is on the order of \( 4 \times 10^{-5} \).

Summarising, the OPTP approach leads to signal contrast on the order of \( 5 \times 10^{-2} \), with a low SNR of 8.6 dB, in measuring the photo-carriers effect on the reflectivity. In addition, the observed carrier dynamics show a decay on the order of ns, as visible in Fig. 2.3 (c). Such a decay time is compatible with the carriers’ recombination time and appears mostly unrelated to the dynamics of the surface potential, which are expected to occur at lower time scales.

In the OPRE setup, the generation is obtained directly on the InAs sample with a 0.1 mJ optical pump. A typical THz trace generated with this setup is reported in Fig. 2.4 (a), and represented by the blue plot. The THz trace for a screening pump pulse of energy 0.1 mJ at maximum overlap (\( \tau_s = 0 \)) with the generating pump is reported in black. The contrast is clearly higher than in OPTP for a much lower THz pump pulse energy (0.1 mJ) and screening pump pulse energy (0.1 mJ): at \( \tau_s = 0 \) a relative change of around 87% is observed, with no appreciable distortion of the waveform. Under measuring conditions, the laser source stability introduces noise with RMS relative to the peak field estimated to be lower than 3.5%. This gives rise to an SNR at maximum contrast of 30 dB. More importantly, we can observe here rather different temporal dynamics. This is visible in Fig. 2.4 (b), where we observe the change in the THz field with the delay \( \tau_s \) for the whole temporal scale, and in Fig. 2.4 (c), where the recovery of the THz peak measured at \( t_d = 0 \). Differently from the OPTP trace in Fig. 2.3 (c), that shows a slow recovery in the ns range, the OPRE reveals a fast recovery immediately after the screening time \( \tau_s = 0 \) we can argue that OPRE perceives the modulation of the DC surface potential (which is established in a thin region), where the diffusion of photo-electrons (described in Eq. 2.9) is a relevant
process in InAs on the ps scale [75], making it the source of these fast dynamics. This migration reduces the effective concentration of charges screening the DC surface electric field. A second, slower, dynamic is instead related to the recombination time, similarly to what is observed with the OPTP diagnostics. In sharp difference with the OPTP, however, the OPRE technique explicitly reveals the dynamics of carriers interacting with the DC surface field region.

Figure 2.4: OPRE trace for an undoped <100> InAs substrate in the configuration for detecting s polarised THz. (a) A typical THz waveform generated by the InAs sample, by a pump energy of 0.1 mJ, as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$. The blue plot is the TDS trace for no screening pump, the black plot is for a perfectly overlapped ($\tau_s = 0$) screening pump of 0.1 mJ (b) Measured THz field as generated from the InAs substrate as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$ and screening pump delay $\tau_s$, for a THz pump energy and screening pump energy of 0.1 mJ. The delay $\tau_s = 0$ represents the perfect temporal matching between the screening pump and the peak of the impinging THz wave. (c) Detail of the recovery of the peak THz field ($t_d = 0$) vs the screening pump delay $\tau_s$. The dashed-plot represents the best fit with a double exponential trend. Under measuring conditions, the laser source stability introduces noise with RMS relative to the peak field estimated to be lower than 3.5%.

For the data in Fig. 2.4, it was found that the decaying curve can be fit by a combination of two exponential decays (reported in dashed black) with different time constants: a
fast recovery time constant on the order of 50 ps, that can be associated to the diffusion of
the photo-carriers away from the surface-field region, and the much slower recombination
time, above 1 ns (the fit of the fast recovery is quite sensitive to the estimation of the
screening time). This description potentially provides another physical mechanism con-
sistent with the need in literature to fit surface charge decay rates with two different time
constants in experiments based on THz emission spectroscopy [80], e.g. when emitted by
surge currents [62]. In fact, such an experiment could face a similar decay trend as in
my OPRE case. To further analyse the capability of the OPRE experiments, we studied
the effect of the screening pump energy on the THz generation efficiency $\eta$ defined by Eq.
2.3. Specifically, we considered the reduced efficiency resulting from the screening pump
by measuring the THz peak field, that occurs at $\tau_s = 0$ and $t_d = 0$ (black plot in Fig. 2.4
(a)). In Fig. 2.5 we report such a minimum for the efficiency at various screening pulse
energies obtained from OPRE scans.

![Figure 2.5: (a) Generation efficiency $\eta = \frac{E_{g \mu J}}{W_s}$ vs. screening pump energy $W_s$ for three
different THz generation pump energies $W_G$ in the configuration for detecting p polarised
THz. (b) Detail of the generation efficiency at low screening energies, showing the linear
trend with the screening energy $W_s$.](image)

In line with Eq.2.8 and Eq. 2.9, as discussed previously, such a measurement is mapping
the screening of the DC surface field. As visible in Fig. 2.5 (a), the THz field initially
decreases linearly with the screening pump at low energy injection (better highlighted in
Fig. 2.5 (b) for values below 2 $\mu$J, whereas the dependence becomes more complex at high
screening energies. This result is consistent with the prediction of the linear dependence
between DC surface field and screening pulse energy (i.e. a quadratic dependence between
the THz pulse energy and the screening energy). Such a linear dependence also occurs
with the energy of the generating pump $W_G$. From Fig. 2.5 (b), we can appreciate that,
in the case where $W_G = 0.5 \text{ mJ}$, the efficiency $\eta$ for $W_s \approx 0$ is approximately 35% the efficiency for $W_G = 0.2 \text{ mJ}$ and 10% the efficiency for $W_G = 0.05 \text{ mJ}$. This corroborates the hypothesis that the surface potential is screened by the surface carriers.

In this investigation, in order to isolate the contribution of the OR from any parasitic contribution of carrier-mediated generation mechanisms, the detection crystal was rotated to detect the s-polarised (perpendicular to the impinging plane). It can be argued that for $<100>$ InAs under the given illumination condition the potential out-of-plane (s) carrier dynamics induced by structural anisotropies for both the field-driven surge-current and photo-Dember mechanisms should be negligible. Attached here are Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7 which are equivalent to Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.7 respectively. But with the detection crystal orientated to detect the p-polarisation. The trends between detecting p-polarisation and detecting s-polarisation are very similar, potentially highlighting how dominant SOR is when compared to the field driven surge-current and photo-Dember mechanisms at high excitation fluence.

2.5 Conclusions

To conclude, a new technique for mapping the DC surface potential in semiconductors has been proposed. The THz field is generated uniquely in the DC surface field-region by optical rectification and the efficiency of the process is directly dependent on the DC surface field. The physical understanding has been tested by analysing the inhibiting effect in the THz generation of photo-induced free-carriers by an optical screening pump. The THz generation is strongly inhibited by the presence of the photo-carriers and that the reduction of the efficiency generation is linear with the optical screening pump energy at low injections. In addition, when compared to the standard OPTP, the enhanced sensitivity to the surface carriers is due to the inherent physical difference between the two methods, the OPTP approach being based on a screening effect of the charges on the THz probe, that increases its reflectivity, while my OPRE is based on a modulation of the generation directly related to the screening of the DC surface field. This was also confirmed by verifying the linearity of the reduction in generation efficiency with the optical energy. Finally, as opposed to OPTP, which does not specifically relate to carrier dynamics at the surface, nor is it directly related to the surface potential, the OPRE directly probes the surface potential in semiconductors. This could lead to novel methods to qualify semiconductor surfaces with potential impact in electronics, photovoltaics and optical sensors.
Figure 2.6: OPRE trace for an undoped $<100>$ InAs substrate in the configuration for detecting $p$ polarised THz. (a) A typical THz waveform generated by the InAs sample, by a pump energy of 0.1 mJ, as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$. The blue plot is the TDS trace for no screening pump, the black plot is for a perfectly overlapped ($\tau_s=0$) screening pump of 0.1 mJ. (b) Measured THz field as generated from the InAs substrate as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$ and screening pump delay $\tau_s$, for a THz pump energy and screening pump energy of 0.1 mJ. The delay $\tau_s=0$ represents the perfect temporal matching between the screening pump and the peak of the impinging THz wave. (c) Detail of the recovery of the peak THz field ($t_d=0$) vs the screening pump delay $\tau_s$. The dashed-plot represents the best fit with a double-exponential trend. Under measuring conditions, the laser source stability introduces an RMS noise relative to the peak field estimated to be 1.5%.
Figure 2.7: (a) Generation efficiency $\eta = \frac{E_{\text{THz}}}{W_G}$ vs. screening pump energy $W_s$ for three different THz generation pump energies $W_G$ in the configuration for detecting s polarised THz. (b). Detail of the generation efficiency at low screening energies, showing the linear trend with the screening energy $W_s$. 
Chapter 3

Saturation of surface Optical Rectification

The contents of this chapter have been published in [81]. The interest in surface THz emitters lies in their extremely thin active region, typically hundreds of atomic layers, and the agile surface scalability. The ultimate limit in the achievable emission is determined by the saturation of the several different mechanisms concurring to the THz frequency conversion. Although there is a very prolific debate about the contribution of each process, SOR has been highlighted as the dominant process at high excitation, but the effective limits in the conversion are largely unknown. The current state of the art suggests that in field-induced optical rectification a maximum limit of the emission may exist and it is ruled by the photocarrier induced neutralisation of the medium’s surface field. This would represent the most important impediment to the application of SOR in high-energy THz emitters. This chapter unveils novel physical insights in the THz conversion at high excitation energies mediated by the ultrafast SOR process. The main finding is that the expected saturation of the THz emission vs pump energy does not actually occur. At high energy, the surface field region contracts towards the surface. It is argued that this mechanism weakens the main saturation process, re-establishing a clearly observable quadratic dependence between the emitted THz energy and the excitation. This enables access to intense generation at high fluences.

3.1 Introduction

A significant fraction of the pioneering works on THz surface emission focuses on narrow band-gap III-V semiconductors, such as InAs and InSb, which exhibit surface THz emission
when excited with ultrashort optical pulses. In most scenarios, the generation is driven by the kinetic carrier dynamics [21, 25, 20] and surface field-induced Optical Rectification (OR) [42, 82, 83], upon excitation with photon energies well above the energy bandgap [84]. The interest is certainly driven by the surprisingly high conversion efficiencies. For materials possessing a direct band structure, the optical absorption depth for photons with energy exceeding the bandgap is typically very low (e.g. within the scale of \(100\text{nm} - 200\text{nm}\) at \(\lambda = 800\text{nm}\) in InAs [57]). A significant and macroscopic THz emission is then obtained in a very thin interaction region, with very high energy conversion per unit thickness [85].

At low impinging fluences (below \(100\text{mJ/cm}^2\)), InAs is perhaps one of the most important benchmarks for surface THz emission driven by the photo-Dember effect [86, 87]. However, it has been argued that THz generation by carrier migration is quite saturated at high excitation energies and that the generation is dominated by surface OR [20]. This interpretation reconciles the observed dependence of the emission from the polarisation and crystal orientation in InAs and seeded thorough works about the microscopic mechanisms responsible for the nonlinearity [88, 89, 90].

A saturation fluence for surface OR has been identified within the order of tens of \(\mu\text{J/cm}^2\) by Reid et al [69]. The specific mechanism has not been investigated. Yet, its understanding is clearly fundamental in boosting the THz conversion efficiency at semiconductor surfaces. The basic model of the SOR process suggests that the main saturation mechanism in OR is driven by the drift of photoinduced carriers that screen the static surface field of the semiconductor responsible for the surface nonlinearity [42].

In this chapter, we explore the emission limits, with a novel methodology. The experimental approach involves the THz generation with an ultrafast generating pump and the simultaneous injection of photo-carriers in the surface field region (within \(100\text{nm} - 200\text{nm}\) of the surface) with a second optical screening pump. The underlying idea is to connect the change of the emitted field to the modulation of the surface field as it is neutralised by the photo-carrier drift. The photo-carriers frustrate the surface potential, changing its contribution to the third-order nonlinear ruling mechanism of surface OR, in a process that I can define as OPRE [45] (by analogy with the OPTP). Krotkus et al [91] argued that at moderate exciting peak powers the surface static field could be significantly augmented by the carrier diffusion but that this does not affect the OR frustration mechanism. With specific reference to my experimental campaign, the signature of this specific contribution is not present at high energy excitations (we present the complete characterisation set
later in this chapter). It is worth noting that the THz emission through surface OR is a third-order nonlinear phenomenon and is driven by the cubic relation 

$$E_{THz} \propto \chi^{(3)}(\omega_{THz} ; -\omega, \omega, 0) : E_G(-\omega) : E_G(\omega) : E_{surf}^{(0)}(0) \hat{z}. \quad (3.1)$$

As such it is not related to the bulk OR which is driven by the second-order medium nonlinear response ($\chi^{(2)}$), which is not relevant in the physics at semiconductor surfaces.

In this investigation, we can argue that because of the very small penetration depth of the optical NIR excitation, the change of the THz generation is also significantly connected to the weakening and contraction of the surface field region upon carrier screening. Hence, at high pumping energies most of the photocarriers are generated outside of the surface field region and therefore they no longer contribute to the saturation. At this point, the system converges again to a quadratic conversion efficiency because the progress of the screening of the surface field is no-longer significant. In different words, a real flattening of the pump vs emission trend should not exist, this observation is consistent with my experimental results.

### 3.2 The field-matter interaction mechanism

![Figure 3.1](image)

Figure 3.1: A sketch depicting the bending of the boundary of the valence ($\varepsilon_V$) and conduction ($\varepsilon_C$) bands at the InAs surface for (a) Undoped InAs and (b) n-Type InAs, where the positive surface states pin the Fermi level ($\varepsilon_F$) above the conduction band minimum at the surface. $E_{surf}^{(0)}$ is depicted by the graduated arrow where darker shades represent a higher field magnitude. In the latter case, photo-excited electron-hole pairs are mostly generated outside the surface field region, weakening their role in surface field screening.
The field-matter interaction at the semiconductor band bending region is sketched in Fig. 3.1. In InAs, the benchmark model, the surface states result in a positively charged surface density regardless of the doping type [92]. This pins the position of the Fermi-level above the conduction band minimum at the surface such that an electron accumulation layer is formed immediately below the surface. When photoexcited electron-hole pairs are generated, the electrons dominate the surface potential dynamics in light of their much higher mobility.

To infer the contraction, we observe that in InAs the surface field region is known to weaken and contract as the concentration of free electrons increases [93, 94, 75] [27–29]. Interestingly, because of the large difference in mobility, moderately doped p-type InAs exhibits lower conduction and a thicker surface field region than intrinsic and n-doped InAs. At significant n-doping levels, at room temperature, the surface field region thickness (Fig. 3.1 (b)) can be much smaller (tens of nm) than the optical penetration depth.

The experimental campaign revealed that the typical generation vs excitation trend observed at any n-doping concentration can be reproduced by photo-exciting a p-type semiconductor, corroborating the hypothesis that even in this latter case the field region weakens and thins as the concentration of photocarriers increases. Hence, we argue that upon intense optical pumping the fraction of photocarriers neutralising the surface-field decays and that this is a relevant mechanism in re-establishing a quadratic dependence between emission and excitation. For the work in this chapter, unless otherwise specified, the experimental setup and procedure are the same as described in Chapter 2.

\[ n_{Ph}(z) \propto W_G. \]  
(3.2)

The surface accumulation layer is essentially a 2-dimensional distribution of electrons centred up to tens of nanometres below the surface because of the quantisation of motion of the electrons in the z-direction [73]. We can assume that a fraction of the photo-electrons drift to screen the surface field \( E_{surf}(0) \) and approximated that as equivalent to a 2-D layer of density \( n_{Ph} \).

\[ E_{surf}(z = 0) = E_{surf}^{(0)} - n_{Ph} e \epsilon. \]  
(3.3)

However, as the field weakens at high excitations, \( n_{Ph} \) becomes a progressively smaller fraction of the total population of photoexcited carriers, mitigating any further increment of \( n_{Ph} \), i.e. weakening the main saturation mechanism. This is a potential source of the trend observed in Fig. 3.2, where a linear dependence between THz peak field and pump energy (i.e. a quadratic conversion) is re-established after a ‘knee’. Quite interestingly, in the case of highly n-doped materials (blue and red plots), in which the surface field
region is known to be very thin, this high-energy linear dependence between peak field and energy (i.e. a quadratic conversion) almost covers the entire generation pump energy range.

Figure 3.2: The peak THz field has been plotted for various excitation energies, for a number of different freestanding $< 100 >$ InAs substrates, two n-type samples doped with Sn and S donors, one undoped sample and one p-type sample doped with Zn acceptors. The peak THz field has been normalised across all substrates with respect to the maximum field achieved with the Zn-doped InAs.

In Reid et al [69], the saturation curve in the OR process is fitted with a typical saturation equation

$$E_{THz} = \frac{AW_G}{W_G + W_{sat}},$$

(3.4)

where $A$ represents the maximum THz peak field, $E_{THz}$ is the THz field and $W_{sat}$ is the saturation energy. The best fit values for $W_{sat}$ for each of the curves are displayed in Table. 3.1. In light of the sufficient accuracy of my experimental measurement, we can observe in Fig. 3.2, that at high energy $E_{THz}$ does not exhibit the plateau predicted by Eq. 3.3. This results in a very poor statistical significance of the fitted values ($\chi^2 = 9.03$ for undoped InAs). The observed linear trend corroborates the hypothesis that the main saturation mechanism weakens at high energy.

It is worth noting that because of the much higher mobility of electrons, the undoped substrate (that possesses a process-induced n-doping around $2 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$) exhibits a weaker surface field and a lower conversion efficiency when compared to the p-doped sample.
Figure 3.3: OPRE measurements of the peak THz field vs the screening pump delay for the four different freestanding $<100>$ InAs substrates of Table. 3.1. Each curve is normalised with respect to the unscreened peak THz field.

In Fig. 3.3, the OPRE measurement in the different samples is presented: it is clear that the free electron concentration has an important impact on these dynamics. Following a similar approach to literature, the normalised recovery trend is fitted as

$$E_{THz} = 1 - k_1 \times e^{-\tau_1} - k_2 \times e^{-\tau_2},$$

(3.5)

where $k_1, k_2, \tau_1, \tau_2$ are the fitting parameters and $\tau_s$ is the time delay between the screening pump and the THz emission pump. $\tau_1$ represents a fast recovery time. It is potentially consistent with the time scale of the migration of photocarriers away from the surface-field region as its thickness can be a very small fraction of the pump wavelength. Although we should expect the carrier diffusion to be a dominant process in the carrier dynamics (as recognised in a number of studies as the source of the photo-Dember mechanism) we cannot exclude a contribution from quasi-ballistic photo-electron dynamics [95] and from the electron scattering into other conduction band valleys. $\tau_2$ is consistent with the slow recovery time typically associated with the bulk recombination of photoexcited carriers.
Table 3.1: Shows the known carrier concentration, saturation power and THz recovery times once excited for a number of different substrates. In light of the low accuracy in the doping specified by the supplier, the measured relative dark conductivity (RDC), relative to the undoped sample is also reported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Doping [$\text{cm}^{-3}$]</th>
<th>$W_{\text{sat}}$ [$\mu\text{J}$]</th>
<th>$\tau_1$ [ps]</th>
<th>$\tau_2$ [ns]</th>
<th>$R^2$ [N.U.]</th>
<th>RDC [N.U.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n-InAs S-doped &lt; 100 &gt;</td>
<td>$n = 1 \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>2.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-InAs Sn-doped &lt; 100 &gt;</td>
<td>$n = 3 - 10 \times 10^{17}$</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>3.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-InAs undoped &lt; 100 &gt;</td>
<td>$n &lt; 3 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>&gt;1.0</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-InAs Zn-doped &lt; 100 &gt;</td>
<td>$p = 5.3 \times 10^{18}$</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the n-doped sample, we can assume $k_2=0$ as there is no appreciable slow decay in the traces: this appears consistent with the assumption that only the decay of the photocarrier density in a very thin region close to the surface dominates the dynamics. As soon as the concentration of carriers becomes comparable to the inherent free carrier concentration (from doping) the THz emission returns to its original level. Therefore, in n-doped substrates, the bulk carrier recombination time does not appear to be relevant in the OPRE measurements. The best-fitting parameters can be appreciated in Table. 3.1.

We compared the doping of the substrates along with the calculated values for the saturation power ($W_{\text{sat}}$) and surface field recovery times in Table. 3.1. For the sake of comparison, $W_{\text{sat}}$ was extracted from the data fitted using Eq. 3.3. It is evident that the apparent saturation of n-type samples occurs at significantly larger powers.

To test the main hypothesis, we reproduced the conversion trend of Fig. 3.2 for the undoped and n-doped media by artificially pumping photocarriers within the surface field regions in the p-type InAs, using the SP with appropriate energy. We fixed the delay of the SP to obtain the maximum screening. The expected effect is an increase in the electron-mediated screening of the surface field. The acquired data are presented in Fig. 3.4.
The average screening pulse energy $W_s$ could be adjusted to reproduce fairly accurately all the observed conversion trends in the undoped and n-doped cases of Fig. 3.2. Hence, we can deduce and argue that the photo-carriers produce the same contraction of the surface field region as it is known to be the case when the material is n-doped.

In addition, it is worth observing that the photo-excited carrier distribution in the pumped example of Fig. 3.4 is certainly very different from the almost homogeneous free-carrier density of the n-type sample. Then, the close matching of the trends of Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4 suggests that all the screening dynamics must occur within depths much smaller than the optical skin depth (so that the carrier profile plays a minor role), which also corroborates the main hypothesis. This also suggests that the carrier induced screening of the THz propagating field plays a minor role (the typical THz skin-depth in the used n-doped materials lies in the range of hundreds of nm to micrometre scales).

In this investigation, in order to isolate the contribution of the OR from any parasitic contribution of carrier-mediated generation mechanisms, we detect the s-polarised THz field (perpendicular to the impinging plane). Fig. 3.5 shows the detected THz waveforms for both s- and p-polarised electric fields emitted by <100> Zn doped p-InAs, where the input optical polarisation has been oriented to maximise the emitted THz field.

Although we cannot exclude contamination from carrier mediated generation, for the sake of completeness we recreated analogous cases of Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 for the p-polarised emission (Fig. 3.6, Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 respectively) to highlight that
Figure 3.5: Detected THz waveform generated from $<100>$ p-InAs. Both TDS measurements have been normalised with respect to the p-polarised peak field.

Figure 3.6: The peak THz field has been plotted for various excitation energies, for a number of different freestanding $<100>$ InAs substrates, two n-type samples doped with Sn and S donors, one undoped sample and one p-type sample doped with Zn acceptors. The peak THz field has been normalised across all substrates with respect to the maximum field achieved with the Zn-doped InAs.

The phenomenological trend is very similar. This is expected as the available literature concurs about the fact that at high energy OR is the dominant process.

### 3.3 Temporal smearing in the OPRE measurements

The angle between generating pump and screening pump induces a temporal smearing of the screening effect on the order of 3 ps, because of the induced temporal mismatch of the
Figure 3.7: OPRE measurements of the peak THz field vs the screening pump delay for the four different freestanding $<100>$ InAs substrates of Table 3.1. Each curve is normalised with respect to the unscreened peak THz field. The energy and illumination conditions of both optical excitations are comparable to one of Fig. 3.3.

Figure 3.8: The peak THz field has been plotted against $W_G$, for a Zn-doped $<100>$ p-InAs substrate, for various screening energies $W_S$ fixed at $\tau_s = 0$. The peak THz field has been normalised across with respect to the maximum peak field generated by Zn-doped InAs.

To investigate possible artefacts induced by such a smearing, we performed an OPRE measurement detecting the s-polarisation for $<111>$ undoped InAs while reducing the size of the THz generating pump to $\sim 1$ mm diameter and keeping the large screening pump. This corresponds to a maximum smearing estimated within the order of 600 fs. As expected the screening transition appears steeper (the higher noise is induced by the wavefronts at the target surface.)
lower THz field detected). However, no other substantial differences are highlighted by the measurement.

Figure 3.9: OPRE measurement of $<111>$ InAs with a reduced impinging optical spot size of $\sim 1$ mm. The measurement was performed with a generating pump energy $W_G$ of 0.1 mJ and a screening pump energy $W_S$ of 0.1 mJ. The peak THz field has been normalised with respect to the average unscreened field.

To further reduce the temporal smearing to negligible scales the OPRE measurement were also performed exploiting a highly focused THz generation. In order to keep a sufficiently high detected THz signal the measurement was carried out using an ultrafast Ti:Sa oscillator (Coherent Chameleon Ultra II) that provides an ultrashort pulse train with 80 MHz repetition rate, 140 fs pulse duration, 4 W average power at a centre wavelength of 800nm.

It is important to stress that to achieve sufficient screening fluences, powers as high as 2.2 W were diverted to the screening pump and focused to a spot size of $\sim 0.7$ mm. This may result in two potential issues:

(i) the first is common to all pump-and-probe measurements performed using an high-repetition rate source and it is due to the low temporal separation between two consecutive pulses. Because the observed relaxation time for InAs in the experimental conditions is on the scale of ns, the 12.5 ns pulse period is not sufficiently large to ensure the complete decay of all the photo-excited carriers. This means the observed dynamics can in principle be affected by an accumulated screening observable even when the screening pulse impinges after the generation pulse.

(ii) when the screening pump is focused the cross-talk between generation and screening pump increases. Normally, in typical lock-in signal detection, the generating pump is
chopped to introduce an oscillating THz signal. The photo carrier density injected by the generation oscillates as well. Hence, the THz generated by the screening pump is chopped by the screening induced by the generating pump. If the screening pump is Gaussian with 0.7mm FWHM (this case), the resulting THz intensity profile has FWHM on the order of 0.49 mm because of the quadratic relation between pump and THz. The peak spectral efficiency for the InAs emission is usually at a frequency \( f_{\text{peak}} = 0.7 \text{ THz} \) \( (\lambda_{\text{peak}} = 427 \mu\text{m}) \) or lower. At 0.7 THz we can estimate a Gaussian beam divergence (half-angle) of about 18.6 degrees. At this angle, the field is still 36% of the maximum and a small fraction of the power is still contained on one side of the beam at larger angles (i.e. a relevant portion of the total field). This means that a good isolation requires very large angles between screening pump and generating pump and small numerical apertures of the THz collecting optics (which has the effect of reducing the detected signal). It is important also to consider that the emitted spectrum also contains much lower frequency components (typically down to 0.3 THz).

There is also another factor that potentially increases the cross-talk at any screening pump size, which is due to the nature of the photocarrier induced modulation. The carrier modulation severely alters the THz emission profile of the screening pump, punching a hole in the THz profile of the typical dimension of the generating pump. Hence, the modulation potentially induces THz scattering at much larger angles, which becomes more visible as the generating pump becomes stronger. For the data presented in Fig. 3.10, the screening pump impinges onto the sample at 10° to the normal (i.e. 35° between the two pump wave vectors) of the semiconductor surface, which results in a sub-100 fs smearing. There are no fundamental differences in the screening dynamics after excitation compared to the high energy case. However, a modulation in the detected s-polarised field is observed within the timescale of the THz generated by the screening pump at the overlap between the two pulses. For the sake of completeness, at lower generation pump energies the photocarrier modulation is less significant and manifests as an increase in the detected peak field before the main drop (shown in Fig. 3.11(a)), which could be consistent with the phenomenon investigated by Krotkus et al [91]. However, in these experimental conditions, a contamination from the screening pump appears to have a major role as this feature significantly changes with the numerical aperture (NA) of the optics collecting the THz wave and with the screening pump angle. In fact, the oscillation at the edge of the slope in Fig. 3.10 resembles the field profile of the screening pump.

This can be observed in Fig. 3.11(b), where the screening pump impinging angle was
Figure 3.10: S-polarised OPRE traces of $<111>$ InAs measured with a focused generation (20$\mu$m spot) the screening pump was focused to a spot size of 0.7 mm. The measurements were performed with a generating pump energy $W_G$ of 2 nJ and a screening pump energy $W_S$ of 27.5 nJ. The screening pump impinged onto the sample at 10 $^\circ$ to the normal.

changed such that it counter propagates in the same quadrant of the THz wave vector, at -70 $^\circ$ from the InAs normal. The increased temporal smearing induced by the large angle is still well within the sub-ps scale. However, this configuration certainly reduces the average fluence which appears to be the only determining factor in the observed dynamics as verified at high energy with larger beams.

Figure 3.11: S-polarised OPRE traces of $<111>$ InAs measured with a focused generation (20$\mu$m spot) the screening pump was focused to a spot size of 0.7 mm. The measurements were performed with a generating pump energy $W_G$ of 0.5 nJ and a screening pump energy $W_S$ of 27.5 nJ. In (a) The screening pump impinged onto the sample at 10$^\circ$ degrees to the normal. In (b) The screening pump impinged onto the sample -70 $^\circ$ from the normal.
3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, a physical process for the saturation of SOR at high fluences has been proposed. It is argued that as the injection of photo-carriers increases, the thickness of the surface field region contracts and a progressively larger fraction of the photocarriers are excited outside of the surface field region. As those carriers do not contribute to the surface field screening, a quadratic conversion trend (i.e. a linear dependence of the peak THz field from the generating pump energy) is eventually re-established at high excitation energies. As confirmation of the main hypothesis, the depth of this surface field layer, and therefore the saturation trend of the substrates, can be controlled with either doping of the material or by injecting an equivalent quantity of photocarriers. I believe this to be a significant advancement in the understanding of the THz surface generation physics at very high excitation and a step forward in the realisation of high energy surface THz emitters.
Chapter 4

Route to Enhancing Surface-Field Emission via 2D-materials

In this chapter, I will explore the experimental investigation of the potential role of 2D-materials, specifically Graphene, in enhancing the surface THz emission of semiconductors. Upon contact, the graphene changes the surface potential of the substrate semiconductor. This results in a change of the in-built depletion surface field with an enhancement of the band-bending in proximity of the surface. This mechanism has been verified through Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) measurements of the relative local potential at the surface. This chapter is being prepared as a paper for publication.

4.1 Background

As discussed in previous chapters, optical THz generation is typically limited by the saturation of the relevant field-matter interaction mechanism [45], the damage threshold of nonlinear crystals or in the lack of suitable velocity-matching between THz and optical pulses in real materials by their inherent absorption in part of the THz spectrum [40]. OR is commonly implemented to generate THz radiation, one of the few methods of increasing the THz emission in bulk OR in nonlinear crystals is to simply increase the thickness of the crystal used (as shown in chapter 1), however, this inherently introduces additional costs and phase matching limitations.

It has been demonstrated in chapter 3 that the quadratic dependence between the emitted THz energy and the excitation is reestablished at high energy as the main saturation mechanism weakens. However increasing the impinging optical energy becomes impractical as the optical damage threshold of the semiconductor is approached [96], it
would, therefore, be greatly beneficial to enhance the surface field to further increase the THz emission energy.

It is then worth investigating methods of enhancing the surface field, once such technique involves biasing the surface using a thin, transparent electrode layer, such as that which has been used to assess the surface potential of silicon surfaces [61]. This will, however, add to the cost and complexity of the system. It would, therefore, be greatly beneficial to introduce a passive bias to the surface interface, which corresponds to a higher local field. Graphene presents a simple and promising material to achieve this aim. Graphene, being a single two-dimensional layer of graphite with zero band gap, has demonstrated remarkable electrical and mechanical properties which have fuelled a vast amount of research into the development of 2D materials [97]. Furthermore, as new exfoliation techniques are developed, the cost of the fabrication process for graphene devices is rapidly decreasing. Liquid Phase Exfoliation (LPE) of graphitic powder represents a cheap and scalable method for the manufacture of graphene flakes dispersed in various solutions [98].

![Figure 4.1: Sketch of the Graphene-InAs Schottky junction. (a) Shows the charge transfer due to the Fermi level alignment. \( \varepsilon_{0,G}, \varepsilon_{V,G}, \varepsilon_{F,G} \) and \( \varepsilon_{C,G} \) represent the vacuum, valence, Fermi and conduction band levels in the Graphene respectively. \( \varepsilon_{0,S}, \varepsilon_{V,S}, \varepsilon_{F,S} \) and \( \varepsilon_{C,S} \) represent the vacuum, valence, Fermi and conduction band levels in the semiconductor respectively. (b) Shows the band structure of the materials after Fermi level alignment. Where \( \varepsilon_{0,G,S}, \varepsilon_{V,G,S}, \varepsilon_{F,G,S} \) and \( \varepsilon_{C,G,S} \) represent the vacuum, valence, Fermi and conduction band levels in the Graphene after Fermi level alignment, respectively. \( \varepsilon_{0,S,G}, \varepsilon_{V,S,G}, \varepsilon_{F,S,G} \) and \( \varepsilon_{C,S,G} \) represent the vacuum, valence, Fermi and conduction band levels in the semiconductor, after Fermi level alignment, respectively.](image-url)
Graphene-on-semiconductor based devices have been extensively studied for their rectifying behaviour, triggering a large amount of experimental work on graphene Schottky junction diodes [99, 100]. Due to the fact that the work function of graphene is lower than that of InAs there is a transfer of electrons at the interface as holes flow from the InAs into the graphene. This establishes a greater surface charge than that which is native to the surface states of the semiconductor. The semiconductor band bending response to this results in an additional built-in potential at the interface equivalent to the difference in the material’s Fermi levels, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The electric potential close to the surface can be represented by Eq. 4.1.

\[ V_b = \frac{1}{e} (\varepsilon_{F,G} - \varepsilon_{F,S}). \]  

(4.1)

The modification of this potential is an indication of an enhancement of the surface electric field in such a way that it can be exploited to increase the THz field emission via SOR.

4.2 Experiment

The InAs samples used were all undoped with a <100> surface orientation and were 5x5x0.5 mm³ in dimension. Graphene platelets were prepared via liquid phase deposition of graphite powder in N Methyl-Pyrrolidone (NMP) solution [101] and deposited onto the InAs surface using a Langmuir-Schaefer approach [102]. The experimental setup and procedure are the same as described in Chapter 2.

Fig. 4.2 (a) displays a SEM image depicting graphene flakes self-assembling across the surface, we can observe regions of both monolayer and multilayer graphene platelets. As the concentration of graphene flakes increases, they begin to percolate across the entire sample, a conductive connection will form between the graphene platelets. Fig. 4.2 (b) is a KPFM image of a region of the InAs surface, from which it is evident that the presence of the graphene platelets has fundamentally altered the surface potential with respect to the substrate. It is expected that this alteration in the local work function of the sample will result in these isolated regions emitting a larger peak THz field than that of the rest of the semiconductor. The experimental evidence is an overall increment in the detected THz waveform.

It is worth noting that, graphene has been shown to emit THz radiation through the photon drag effect [103] when Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) graphene is illuminated by femtosecond optical pulses. This hypothesis has been tested fabricating a sample of
graphene flakes on crystalline quartz and on silicon, using the same parameters in the deposition on InAs. It was confirmed that there was no significant emission from the flakes in both reflection and transmission geometries such that it can fully exclude any THz contribution from the flakes themselves.

4.3 Results

Fig. 4.3 displays THz TDS scans of two of the samples, one sample is bare with no graphene coverage and was used as a reference. The second sample was coated with graphene with a relative coverage density of 1.5, relative to the lowest coverage used in this chapter. Both results were normalised to the peak THz field emitted by the bare sample. The peak field enhancement is on the order of 26.6%, which is equivalent to a 60.3% increase in emitted THz power. This enhancement demonstrates that the graphene has altered the surface field in such a way as to increase the emitted field. This enhancement is verified by the KPFM image shown in Fig. 4.2 and demonstrates that the graphene has indeed enhanced the emitted THz field. This modification is fundamentally explained by this local increase in the surface potential induced by the graphene platelets, converging to an accumulative intensification in the detected peak THz field. Furthermore, a change in the waveform can be observed between samples, this suggests that the contributions from the two different mechanisms (the photo-Dember effect and Surface Optical Rectification) do

Figure 4.2: (a) Scanning Electron Micrograph of a graphene flake coated InAs surface. The sample shown has a relative density coverage of 1. (b) Kelvin Probe Force Micrograph of the individual graphene platelets, showing the relative work function across the graphene platelets.
not scale identically with an increase in the surface field.

![Figure 4.3: THz-TDS scans of an undoped 5x5x0.5 InAs sample along with a TDS of a sample with a relative density coverage of 1.5, relative to the lowest coverage on a sample used in this chapter. Both TDS scans are normalised to the maximum peak field of the bare InAs sample.](image)

Multiple THz-TDS scans were taken for a variety of samples with different graphene flake coverages. In doing so the emitted peak field was measured and plotted in Fig. 4.4. The graphene-enhanced emission increases to a peak at Relative Density (RD) 1.5 after which any further increase to the relative density produces a detrimental effect on the emitted THz field. This reduction in the THz field occurs due to the high degree of absorption characteristic of monolayer graphene, where many absorption channels are allowed by the zero-bandgap material. Which is in addition to the intrinsically high conductivity of graphene as it begins to percolate across the sample and forming large, macroscopic regions which will attenuate the emitted THz field.
In this chapter, I have demonstrated that a surface concentration of graphene platelets enhances the emitted THz power with an optimal density of RD 1.5. The graphene flakes fundamentally alter the semiconductor surface field responsible for the third order nonlinear conversion while having a negligible impact on the optical pump pulse. As the coverage increases the graphene begins to considerably frustrate the detected THz field, as it percolates across the surface and forms a conductive layer. I believe that this work potentially enables new techniques to passively enhance the surface field of semiconductors and through this passive enhancement increase the viability and impact of the development of ultrathin surface THz emitters.
Chapter 5

All optical rectification from surfaces

Nonlinear optics in sub-wavelength structures play a key role in the development of advanced integrated photonics platforms. Surfaces, nanostructures and 2D media provide an attractive framework for fundamental investigation in light-matter interaction, as they are inherently free from any longitudinal phase matching constraint. To date, however, research has been mostly focused in the optical and near infrared spectral region. In this chapter, it is demonstrated that the generation of terahertz radiation from the nonlinear mixing of purely optical fields at interfaces enabled by the surface third-order nonlinearity. This process is different from the optical rectification field induced symmetry breaking at the medium surface. The terahertz emission is fully controllable by adjusting the relative phase between the interacting optical fields. The terahertz emission from this mechanism has also been analysed to calculate the $\chi^{(3)}$ for the material. The contents of this chapter are being prepared as a paper for publishing.

5.1 Introduction

As discussed in previous chapters, the efficiency of nonlinear frequency conversion is directly related to the longitudinal phase-matching conditions, which are rarely met in macroscopic systems. To achieve phase-matching, standard nonlinear optics applications require expensive materials and complex configurations, such as birefringent crystals or complex periodic stacks. Phase-matching, however, is not relevant in nanoscale structures, whose characteristic sizes are not sufficient to introduce a significant walk-off among the interacting optical fields [104]. This is a significant advantage when designing integrated
applications, which can exploit the large bandwidths inherent to optical nonlinearities. Nanoscale nonlinear systems have been recently employed as a viable platform for a range of technologies [105], which rely on ultrafast refractive index modulation [106, 107, 108] or on the generation of frequencies in the optical and infrared regions via up-frequency conversion (e.g., second or third harmonic generation) [109] and four-wave-mixing [110]. Intuitively, the integration of highly nonlinear materials in nanoscale media could also be employed to generate long wavelength radiation via OR. In recent years, parametric rectification processes in ultrathin structures have been subject of intense research, particularly in the field of THz photonics [111, 112, 113]. As discussed in previous chapters the SOR generation of THz pulses from InAs occurs within a tightly confined volume, placed in proximity of the incidence surface. Such high degree of spatial confinement is a direct consequence of the short skin depth of the optical field. It immediately follows that the SOR process is characterised by a very high conversion efficiency per unit length. An interesting question is whether the static surface field in SOR could be replaced by an optical field oscillating at $2\omega$. In this case the THz electric field would be the result of a four wave mixing process, which I denote as AO-SOR:

$$E_{THz} \propto \chi^{(3)}(\omega_{THz}; 2\omega + \omega_{THz}, -\omega, -\omega)E_{2\omega}^2(t)E_{2\omega}(t). \quad (5.1)$$

In this context, researchers have initially proposed all-optical SOR as the origin of the high conversion efficiency recorded when focusing an optical pulse and its second harmonic in air [114]. Such interpretation, however, was later disproved in favour of a transient photocurrent originated within the tightly confined focusing region. The transient photocurrent contribution, in fact, largely overcomes the underlying four wave mixing process as widely discussed in [115] and references therein. At the same time, the observation of AO-SOR in solid-state media represents an extremely challenging task, due to the large phase-mismatch between the two optical pulses. In the past, two-colour excitation of unbiased silicon substrates has been investigated in the context of ultrafast ballistic electrical currents generation, as discussed in [116] and references therein. In this chapter, we report the observation of this elusive process in a low-bandgap direct semiconductor which exhibits a strong single photon absorption in the NIR band. Owing to its very high nonlinearity and to an interaction length below the coherence length of the AO-SOR process, we were able to successfully observe a measurable THz signal from the mixing of femtosecond pulses at 800 nm and 400 nm.
5.2 Experiment

Figure 5.1: Experimental realisation of all-optical surface optical rectification generation from InAs substrates. (a) Schematics of the experimental setup. The red, blue and green beams denote the 800 nm, 400 nm optical and THz beam paths respectively. (b) A schematic view of the role played by the group delay $\tau_{cp}$ between fundamental and second harmonic fields, illustrating the phase overlap of the two optical beams on the surface of the InAs substrate. In both panels, the optical components are denoted as HWP: Half-wave plate, BBO: Barium Borate crystal, CP: Calcite plate, SW: UV fused silica window.

Fig. 5.3 (a) illustrates the AO-SOR experimental setup, comprising of a fundamental excitation beam ($\lambda = 800$ nm, red beam) co-propagating with its second-harmonic signal ($\lambda = 400$ nm, blue beam). The second-harmonic signal was generated on-axis by a non-linear BBO crystal. The polarisation state of the two beams was fixed by a combination of two half-wave plates acting on the fundamental beam and placed before and after the nonlinear crystal. In this configuration, the two beams were co-polarised when reaching the semiconductor surface. As a THz generation surface, we considered an undoped InAs which generated a strong THz field in reflection (green beam). The THz emission was collected and analysed by a TDS setup, similar to previous chapters. Following standard approaches, we included a Calcite Plate (CP) along the optical path to introduce a controllable group delay $\tau_{cp}(\phi)$ between fundamental and second harmonic fields. As Calcite is a highly birefringent material, by entering the crystal with the optical beam p-polarised and the second harmonic beam s polarised the group delay between the two can be controlled by rotating the CP.

5.3 Results and discussion

In this experimental configuration, the total THz field generated in reflection consists of three distinct components such that:
The first two terms account for standard SOR from the fundamental and second-harmonic beams. In this case, the THz field originates from the interaction of each optical beam with the surface depletion field of the semiconductor \[81\]. The third term, conversely, corresponds to the AO-SOR mechanism, where fundamental and second-harmonic fields interact through a four wave mixing process. As described by Eq. 5.2 the group delay \( \tau_{cp} \) controls the mutual interaction between the fundamental and second harmonic fields. More specifically, by acting on the group delay, it is possible to adjust the relative intensity of the all-optical THz emission, opening to a complete characterisation of the different contributions in Eq. 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Terahertz emitted pulse for \( \tau_{cp} = 0 \) (red) and \( \tau_{cp} = \frac{\pi}{4\omega} \) (black). In both cases, the excitation and detection were p-polarised. The experimental data has been normalised with respect to the THz OR emission peak illustrating the enhancement due to AO-SOR.

When \( \tau_{cp} = 0 \) (Fig. 5.2, red line), the optical fields are in phase and the total emission is the superposition of the two independent processes. When \( \tau_{cp} = \frac{\pi}{4\omega} \), conversely, the two-colour emission is set to zero (Fig. 5.2, black line) and the THz emission is the result of standard SOR. Remarkably, when the fundamental and second-harmonic fields are in phase, the THz field emission is enhanced by a factor of 40%, corresponding to a 96% enhancement in emitted THz power. By comparing the two configurations, it is possible to extract the pulse profile for the two-colour generated field. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the reconstructed surface two-colour emission pulse, it can be seen that it has a much shorter pulse width than that of the surface field induced optical rectification pulse. Thus dis-
playing a larger bandwidth even within the limited detection bandwidth capable through EO sampling in ZnTe.

![THz waveform](image)

Figure 5.3: The black plot is a typical THz waveform generated by the InAs sample, as a function of the TDS delay $t_d$. This pulse is the result of Optical Rectification. The blue plot is the extracted surface two-colour emission pulse. Both pulses have been normalised with respect to themselves to highlight the difference in the pulse widths.

Due to the co-existence of SOR and AO-SOR, independently characterising the different contributions to the emitted field is not straightforward. To quantify the amount of carrier-induced THz emission, we performed a full characterisation of the emitted field as a function of the incident polarisation of the two beams. Carrier-induced mechanisms, in fact, are known to be largely unaffected by the incident polarisation direction [25]. Non-linear parametric phenomena, conversely, have a distinct polarisation dependence, which is the result of the vector properties of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor $\chi^{(n)}$. In the case of standard SOR from InAs for example, the emitted field shows a characteristic two-fold symmetry with respect to the incident polarisation angle, with no emission for s-polarised optical pumps [69]. The two-fold symmetry observed in the SOR emission is a direct consequence of the spatial symmetry of the surface depletion field, which is directed along the depth axis. When considering the AO-SOR case, all the incident fields possess multiple projections along the p and s axes and the polarisation dependence assumes a rather complicated form. As an alternative to polarisation analysis, we characterised the AO-SOR THz emission as a function of the InAs crystal orientation. We report in Fig. 5.4 our experimental results, which were obtained by rotating the generating substrate along the normal to the surface. Theoretical and experimental analysis confirm that SOR from InAs is largely unaffected by a rotation of the semiconductor crystal [69]. When
considering AO-SOR, conversely, we observed a four-fold symmetry with respect to the crystal rotation. When considering p-polarised incident fields and s-polarised detection, for instance, the AO-SOR can be expressed as follows:

\[ E_{\text{AO-SOR}}(\omega_{\text{THz}}) \propto \sin(4\varphi)(\chi_{iii} - 2\chi_{ijj} - \chi_{iji}), \]  

(5.3)

where \( \varphi \) is the crystal rotation angle, measured from the 100 axes of the semiconductor, and where \( \chi_{iii},\chi_{ijj} \) and \( \chi_{iji} \) denote three independent components of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor \( \chi^{(3)} \). Remarkably, the experimental results reproduce the four-fold symmetry predicted by the theoretical model, as shown in Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Diagram showing the experimental characterisation of SOR THz emission as a function of the waveplate angle and the delay induced by the calcite (\( \tau_{cp} \)). Both the InAs and the AO-SOR can be seen to be exhibiting a fourfold symmetry.

The group delay induced by the calcite plate, as shown in Eq. 5.2 allows recreating an interference pattern of the two pulses, with a beat note equal to the second harmonic frequency and an envelope proportional to the temporal pulse width. This result is displayed in Fig. 5.5 where the peak THz field as a function of the delay induced by the rotation of the CP is plotted. The zoomed image of the interference pattern includes a fit to the data representing an agreement between the beat note and the second harmonic frequency. In addition, by taking a THz-TDS at the maximum and minimum points of the beating, we can overlap and subtract the two TDS pulses in order to isolate the THz electric field generated solely by the two-colour surface emission.

Further details on the main properties of the AO-SOR emission can be obtained by measuring the input-output diagram for the THz emitted field. Due to the co-existence of SOR and AO-SOR in the experimental setup, we were able to characterise both mech-
Figure 5.5: The interference pattern from the two-colour surface emission, obtained by rotating the calcite plate. Also shown is an enhanced image of the interference pattern allowing for the period of the beating to be observed. In both plots, the THz field has been normalised with respect to the typical InAs emission.

This experimental characterisation is summarised in Fig. 5.6. As shown in Fig. 5.6 in fact, standard SOR is characterised by the distinctive saturation curve discussed in previous chapters, while AO-SOR does not appear to saturate. It should be noted that Fig. 5.6 (b) is plotted against $E^2$, the reason for this is that the process is quartic (the THz energy is proportional to $E^4$ so the field goes quadratic.

A direct comparison with the popular two-colour plasma THz generation in air is not directly possible as this the basic field-matter mechanism is rather different. However we can state that a purely quartic process (two-time quadratic) as the one that arises from the two-colour excitation design of a surface, can result in larger THz bandwidth, which is exactly the main selling point of two-colour THz generation in air. In addition, two-colour process in solids are normally limited by the issue of maintain simultaneous velocity matching of all colours and the generated THz, normally impossible in condensed matter.
Figure 5.6: The peak THz field has been plotted for various excitation energies, (a) shows the total peak THz field for excitation energies while (b) shows just THz field from AO-SOR, but is plotted against $E^2$. For both figures, the peak THz field has been normalised with respect to the maximum field value of that figure.

Conversely, by operating in high-absorption regime the typical nonlinear coefficient tend to be very high and the phase-matching is made irrelevant by the nm-scale interaction length (i.e. the penetration depth of the second harmonic).

Furthermore, we can argue that as the generation occurs in such a thin region this THz pulse is not limited by the carrier dynamics in InAs, and does not suffer from the same saturation as surface field-induced emission.

In Surface Optical Rectification for p-polarised incident fields and s-polarised detection, there is no emitted THz field. However for AO-SOR, under the same condition the full form of the THz emission is

$$E_{AO-SOR} = \frac{3}{4} E_{800}^2 E_{400} A_s F_{800}^2 F_{400} \omega_{THz} L_{eff} t_{800}^2 t_{400}^2 \sin(4\phi)(\chi_{iii} - 2\chi_{iij} - \chi_{ijj}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.4)

where $E_{800}$ and $E_{400}$ are the electric fields at 800nm and 400nm respectively. $A_s$ is the phase matching coefficient for s. $F_{800}$ and $F_{400}$ are the Fresnel components at 800nm and 400nm respectively. $t_{800}$ and $t_{400}$ are Fresnel transmission coefficients at 800nm and 400nm respectively. $\omega_{THz}$ is the THz frequency $\phi$ is the crystal orientation angle and $L_{eff}$ is the effective length in the medium. Under these conditions, we are able to isolate value for $\chi^{(3)}$ for InAs this value was calculated to be $1.4 \times 10^{-21} \text{m}^2$.  

In conclusion, a novel technique for THz generation has been demonstrated, AO-SOR. The emitted THz power is greatly increased over a much thinner propagation distance, thus displaying an increased conversion efficiency per unit length when compared with
standard surface optical rectification. In addition to the emitted THz field enhancement, I have shown that there is a reduction in the temporal THz pulse width generated by the addition of the second harmonic field. This reduction in THz pulse width is inherently tied to an increase in the emitted bandwidth such that I believe this technique has the potential to pave the way to brighter and broader THz sources.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Conclusions

Surface terahertz emissions have been studied from ultrathin emitters, in order to more thoroughly understand the emission mechanisms.

A methodology for mapping the DC surface potential of semiconductors was proposed. This methodology relies on Surface Optical Rectification, which is unique in that the terahertz is generated in the DC surface field region. Optical Pump Rectification Emission was verified to be based upon a modulation of the generation which is directly related to the surface potential proven by a linear relationship with the impinging pump energy. This technique could lead to novel methods to inspect semiconductor surfaces, with impact in the fields of electronics, photovoltaics and optical sensors.

The field-matter mechanism responsible for the saturation of Surface optical rectification was investigated. As the population of injected photocarriers increases, the thickness of the surface field of the semiconductor decreases, and a higher quantity of the photocarriers are excited outside of the surface field region. As the carriers generated outside of the surface field region do not contribute to the screening of the surface field, at high excitation energies a quadratic conversion trend is reestablished. This has been proved verifying that the depth of this surface field layer and the saturation of the trends can be controlled with either the doping of the material or by injecting an equivalent number of photocarriers. This is a very significant step forward in the understanding of THz surface generation physics.

I have demonstrated that the THz emission from Surface Optical Rectification can be enhanced beyond the normal efficiency limits with the addition of graphene platelets. This enhancement can be attributed to the graphene flakes inducing a local increase in
the surface field. It was noted however that at higher coverages of graphene flakes, the flakes began to percolate across the sample, forming large regions which ultimately end up attenuating the emitted THz field. This proof-of-concept methodology paves the way for future passive increases in the surface potential of ultrathin emitters potentially allowing for efficient ultrathin THz emitters.

A new generation mechanism of terahertz radiation has been demonstrated. This mechanism, All Optical Surface Optical Rectification, occurs through the nonlinear mixing of purely optical fields at interfaces enabled by the surface third-order nonlinearity. This mechanism has been demonstrated to be fundamentally different to Surface Optical Rectification and can be fully controlled by tuning the phase between the two impinging optical pulses. In addition, the terahertz emission from this mechanism has been analysed to calculate the $\chi^{(3)}$ of the substrate used.

### 6.2 Future Work

The work undertaken throughout this thesis has raised a few questions, that would require substantially more effort to answer. These questions and insight into future work on the topics will be discussed here.

An investigation will be carried out in the future on the viability of Optical Pump Rectification emission in extracting local values of the surface potential in a semiconductor. Such a technique would hold great promise as an inexpensive tool, with features comparable to Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy, in analysing the surfaces of semiconductors. This methodology would have a great potential impact in the fields of electronics, photovoltaics and optical sensors.

As it has been shown that the limits of the saturation of Surface Optical Rectification can be overcome. It begs the question of how far can these generation efficiencies could be pushed in order to create high-field THz emitter. Some potential ways in which this could be done includes large passive enhancement to the surface field, similar to the way the graphene platelets enhance the terahertz emission. Other possibilities include the manufacturing a custom surface with an extremely high $\chi^{(3)}$ and embedding strong static fields, which might suggest possible implementations using ferroelectric materials. This path has the potential transforming the industrial capabilities of terahertz technologies.

In a more personal view, I believe this work will lead to new research in the fields of ultrathin emitters, with emitters could be either a substrate of InAs thinned down below the micron scale or even an ink, these lines of research are currently being investigated at
the Emergent Photonics Lab. This new generation of efficient thin THz-emitters would be greatly beneficial to the field in light of boosting the integration with current micro and nanotechnologies allowing for an increase in the THz emission bandwidth and would also enable integration with current micro-optics technology. In addition, in near-field imaging the emitter needs to be placed as close to the sample as possible.

Another question that we seek to answer in future works is whether or not ultrathin emitters are practically scalable to a large surface area. Scalable emitters that are based upon ultrathin emitters would be hugely beneficial for the field allowing for significant areas to be illuminated with terahertz radiation simultaneously, something that is not possible with other methods of THz generation. Large scale emitters would allow for fast THz imaging and spectroscopy on large areas, which would be of great benefit to the fields of conservation and security. A Potential use would be allowing the replacement of x-ray machines at airports, with a non-ionising probing allowing for the screening of several passengers and luggage simultaneously.

To close this thesis, it is certainly challenging to give an exact prediction of the next events. This work moves in the proper direction, and I believe it shows that the Terahertz future is definitely not what it used to be, which is is certainly an obvious observation for a young subject, yet it is surprising. One can always hope that the legacy of this work will be the seed of novel works, which is maybe not the most original feeling to end this text, but it is certainly the truth.
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Appendix A

Experimental Design and Calibration

I joined the Emergent Photonics Lab in 2014, when the lab comprised of just an ultrafast oscillator running a THz antenna system, hosted on an optical table in the lab of another group.

However, almost immediately the lab experienced exponential growth during my PhD, with about £1M in equipment acquired in the first four years of activities. Hence I spent the first year of my PhD setting the first high energy THz system ever constructed at the University of Sussex.

In this appendix, I will focus on the calibration and characterisation of the photonic equipment that was necessary for my work. Although it is organised by topic, I would like to convey the chronological perception of the way I acquired ‘sentience’ in ultrafast photonics. It was not linear nor regular, but full of acceleration, break-through, emergency stops and setbacks. Hence many of these operations have been repeated during the years, with a better understanding of what an ultrafast High-energy system is, which implies very specific research methodologies.

A.1 Calibration of Laser System

The pivotal source in my high-energy experiment was a 5 mJ-class Titanium Sapphire (Ti:Sa) regenerative amplifier (Coherent Libra-He). The Libra was specified as generating \(95\) fs pulses centred at 800 nm, with a 1 kHz repetition rate. and with a beam diameter of 9mm. It is important to understand that, at these peak-power levels (Above 50GW), a regenerative amplifier is typically an open construction in an open box. Drift from the
specifications are very common and can be caused by several different events (e.g. an air conditioning failure). Hence all the specifications must be constantly diagnosed.

To measure the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the Libra pulse, a knife edge approach is exploited. A razor blade large enough to block the entire pulse is mounted onto a manual translation stage. An energy meter (Gentec: QE12SP-H-MT) was placed after the knife edge setup. The stage was then moved in increments so that the blade slowly shielded the detector from the pulse and the resulting energy recorded. The data obtained is shown in Fig. A.1.

![Figure A.1](image_url)

Figure A.1: Top: A knife edge measurement of detected energy against translation of the knife edge. The measurement was performed on the Libra. Bottom: Reconstruction of the Gaussian pulse shape from the knife edge measurement, based upon the integral relation between the knife-edge measurement and the beam profile. The blue shows the data, and the red shows the fitted curve used in calculations.

A Gaussian function of the form shown in Eq. A.1 is fitted to the function:

$$f(x) = ae^{\frac{(x-b)^2}{2c^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

For a Gaussian function, the FWHM is equivalent to $2\sqrt{2\ln 2}c$, so for the fitted curve shown in Fig. A.1 I obtained the FWHM of 11.16mm. The relation, for a Gaussian beam, between the FWHM and the beam waist is $w = \sqrt{\frac{FWHM^2}{2\ln 2}}$. So I calculated a beam waist
The next step was to analyse the pulse of the Libra. This was achieved using a Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) setup. The FROG used was custom built in the lab, and had previously been calibrated. The FROG is an industry standard characterisation technique for ultrafast pulses. FROG uses algorithms to retrieve the amplitude and phase starting from the experimentally measured "spectrogram", which is a 2-Dimensional matrix, technically the power spectrum of the optical signal obtained by the nonlinear product of the pulse with the same pulse replica delayed in time. From the spectrogram, a retrieval algorithm can be used to determine a pulse that can produce it. In general terms a pulse can be formalised as

$$E(t) = A(t)E^{\omega t + \phi(t)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

Hence the complete information for a pulse at a certain point in time ($t_0$) and the phase ($\phi(t_0)$). In practice, to reconstruct the pulse in N point in time we require at least 2N points in independent measurement. In general terms we can immediately observe

![Figure A.2: FROG measurement performed on the Libra, showing a spectrogram of the pulse.](image)
that in principle a pure intensity measurement, such as using a fast photodiode (although sub-ps pulses are too short to be measured in such a fashion), cannot provide a complete pulse description.

Yet the phase is extremely important because it determines the field-matter interaction of the pulse in a medium. In addition, in practical terms, any high-energy source like the Libra possesses a compression stage that can be tuned to obtain a flat phase pulse which corresponds to the shortest pulse that can be obtained from the source (i.e. the transform limited output condition).

For each of the N temporal delays, the FROG acquires the spectrum of the nonlinear product at M different frequencies. Hence, the FROG operates under the assumption that a $M \times N$ information space is so redundant that it an originate a unique set of N amplitudes and phases.

This is very important because there is not an easy way to correlate the spectrogram in Fig. A.2 and the pulse amplitude and phase profile without a complex best-fit algorithm. However, a perfect transform limited pulse is represented by a symmetric ellipse in the spectrogram, which is the method in which FROG can be exploited for diagnostic purposes.

The specific FROG design exploited is named Second-Harmonic FROG, it exploits a nonlinear crystal, in our case a Beta Barium Borate (BBO) to generate the sum-frequency (second harmonic) of the two pulse replica. The FROG output is then represented by 400nm beam which has a spectrum that varies with the relative delay between the two pulse replica. A spectrometer (AvaSpec-ULS2048XL-EVO) is used to measure the second harmonic spectrum. The spectrogram obtained for the Libra is shown in Fig. A.2. In this instance, the FWHM of the Libra was calculated to be 108fs.
Figure A.3: Top: Reconstruction of the amplitude of the Libra pulse intensity, in the time domain, extracted from the frog measurement. Bottom: Reconstruction of the spectral amplitude of the Libra pulse, in the frequency domain, extracted from the frog measurement. In both cases, the amplitude has been normalised against the respective peak amplitudes.

A.2 THz-TDS system

A.2.1 Design

Once the characterisation of the Libra had been completed the construction of the THz-TDS system began. Initially, the THz-TDS system was built in the transmission configuration as shown in Fig. A.4. The setup comprises of two beam lines, separated by a beam splitter. The THz excitation pump (≈1.5mJ) and the optical sampling probe (≈1µJ) for the detection line. Optical Rectification (OR) is exploited on the generation pump line to generate a THz pulse. A 10 mm x 10 mm x1 mm <110> ZnTe crystal is used as the generation source. A delay line (Thorlabs DDS220/M) was exploited to control the relative delay between the THz and probe pulses. A pellicle beamsplitter was used to
recombine the THz and probe pulses so that they propagate collinearly. THz electro-optic detection is implemented by copropagating the THz field and the optical sampling probe through a standard 10mmx10mmx1mm < 110 > ZnTe crystal. The beam then passed through a $\frac{\lambda}{2}$ waveplate and a Wollaston prism. A pair of balanced photodiodes (custom built in house) was used to detect the optical pulses, and a Lock-In amplifier (Standford SR510) and optical chopper (Thorlabs MC2000B-EC) to retrieve the THz field with a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure A.4: Experimental setup for the THz-TDS with a ZnTe sample mounted in a transmission configuration. The red beam path denotes the 800nm optical beam path, while the green beam path denotes the THz emission.

A.3 Benchmark of InAs emission

To exploit the InAs as the THz emitter, in the setup a few modifications were made to the THz-TDS setup shown in Fig. A.4. In particular, the geometry was changed from a transmission setup to a reflection setup. The InAs sample used was a 10mmx10mmx0.5mm < 100 > unless otherwise stated. The doping of the sample which was undoped, but due to the nature of InAs was slightly n-doped. The InAs THz-TDS is shown in Fig. A.5.
Fig. A.6 shows a comparison between a typical TDS of InAs and a typical TDS of ZnTe.

Figure A.5: Experimental setup for the THz-TDS, with an InAs sample, mounted in a reflection configuration. The red beam path denotes the 800nm optical beam path, while the green beam bath denotes the THz emission.

The peak THz field emission of InAs is roughly $\frac{1}{3}$ of the emission for ZnTe. Both traces were taken with the input beam p-polarised and the detection ZnTe orientated to detect p polarisation. Both the InAs and the ZnTe were rotated so that they were oriented to emit maximum THz. ZnTe is used in a transmission geometry so the entire length of the crystal is used in the generation process (1mm). In InAs the skin depth at a wavelength 800nm is 100-200nm (citation, and as the InAs is used in a reflection geometry, the generation process only occurs over this length. Therefore it can be said that per unit thickness InAs has a higher efficiency in the generation process. Generation of THz from InAs occurs due to three main processes these are: SOR, the photo-Dember effect and surge current migration. To fully understand the generation in InAs it is important to estimate the prevalence of each of these mechanisms in the experimental configuration. Reid highlights that each of the mechanisms have a different relationship to the input polarisation of the laser, so by investigating the input polarisation the composition of the THz emission
Figure A.6: Trace showing a THz-TDS emission of two different substrates: ZnTe (Blue) and InAs (Red). Both traces are normalised with respect to the ZnTe to show the difference in efficiency.

from the different generation mechanisms can be determined. Fig. A.7 shows polarisation against peak THz field for an undoped InAs < 100 > sample. The detection crystal was orientated so that s-polarised was detected. It is noticeable that there is a two-fold symmetry with a slight pedestal. Since carrier related emission techniques such as the photo-Dember effect and surge current emission do not emit THz in the s-polarisation, the large polarisation dependence shown can be described by the emission mechanism SOR, due to linear optical properties and surface nonlinear tensor elements of the InAs, and therefore depends only on the polarisation of the input beam. The slight pedestal shown in this data is likely due to the photon-drag effect. Fig. A.8 shows polarisation against peak THz field for an undoped InAs < 100 > sample. The detection crystal was orientated so that p-polarised was detected. Similar to in Fig. A.7 there a large two fold rotation dependence on the input polarisation which can be explained by SOR. Although, in addition a small part of the polarisation dependence is also due to Fresnel reflectivity in the p-polarised THz signal. In the p-polarised THz emission there also exists pedestal which is likely due to photocarrier emissions such as the photo-Dember effect. It is concluded that the most dominate emission process in the InAs configuration is SOR.
Figure A.7: Trace showing how the peak THz field emission changes with input polarisation angle in an undoped InAs $<100>$ sample. 0 degrees on the input polarisation corresponds to exciting with a p-polarised beam. The detection was configured so that the s component of the emission was detected.

Figure A.8: Trace showing how the peak THz field emission changes with input polarisation angle in an undoped InAs $<100>$ sample. 0 degrees on the input polarisation corresponds to exciting with a p-polarised beam. The detection was configured so that the p component of the emission was detected.
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